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SUMMARY

Pew physical phenomena can be adequately described without 

reference to their histories. This maxim applies not only to the 

field of experimental engineering but throughout academic 

disciplines to geography , biology , human relations and almost 

every sphere of physical activity. With reference to the field of 

fluid dynamics the interpretation of this statement means that few 

real flow situations can be described solely in terms of local 

values and relationships and that the previous history of the flow 

must be taken into account. An example of this is the work of 

Cockrell , Diamond and Jones ( 1 ) * , who showed that for a given 

diffuser , the performance varied even though the inlet boundary 

layer thickness parameters were maintained constant , and inferred 

that the manner in which the boundary layers had been produced has 

an appreciable effect on diffuser performance.

This thesis has three major objectives. The first is to use 

our knowledge of flow history to provide an explanation of the 

' overshoot ' phenomenon experienced by the growth of the boundary 

layer thickness parameters in duct flow. This manifests itself by 

the manner in which a thickness parameter grows until it reaches 

a stationary point , whereupon it subsequently decreases.

The second objective is to attempt to expand our knowledge of 

flow history effects by simulating a mean velocity profile at the 

duct entry and observing the subsequent development in both this 

and the turbulence parameters of the flow. This second objective 

has practical applications in the production of atmospheric 

boundary layers and other shear flows,for the purpose of model

* Figures in brackets refer to reference listing.
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testing.
The third objective is to use the experimental results obtain- 

-ed from duct flow in the auxiliary equation of an integral method 
of boundary layer calculation. This then should provide a realistic 
allowance for the flow history effects. Since the lack of any 
allowance of flow history effects is very often a major failing 
of the use of integral techniques it is possible in this instance 
to attempt to assess the overall usefulness of such a method.

In addition to these major objectives , appendices are 
presented on the experimental behaviour of the local relationships, 
often used in calculation methods , between the turbulent shear 
stresses and the mean velocity profile. The distributions of these 
mixing lengths and eddy viscosities are compared with some of the 
formulations available in the literature.

A descriptioh of the experimental facilities is given which 
includes a section on the use of hot wire anemometers for the 
measurement of turbulence. Some of the likely sources of error 
encountered here , together with their possible magnitudes , are 
also presented.
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) functions of n defined in Equation (5*2.15*)

®i )
B width of duct

Coefficient of friction 
d diameter of hot wire sensor
D average height of roughness elements
E instantaneous fluctuating voltage output of hot wire

anemometer bridge 
f Panning friction factor
P Forces acting on the fluid ih the x direction
h half height of duct
H height of duct = 2h
H shape factor of velocity profile

head loss in Equation 
K a constant
I length of active section of hot wire sensor
ffg Prandtl mixing length defined in Equation (A.1.5*)
L duct length from inlet

length of inlet region 
n variable parameter in power law velocity profile

description 
^  pressure
q sum of mean squares of fluctuating velocity components
R hot wire anemometer operating resistance

e Reynolds Number
S slope of hot wire anemometer calibration curve
u ,v,w. instantaneous fluctuating velocities in the x , y and

z directions respectively 
u^ friction velocity
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U,Y,W local mean velocities in the x,y and z directions 
respectively 

U bulk mean velocity
Umax maximum velocity across duct
V hot wire anemometer bridge D.C. voltage (Chapter 2c)
Ug effective velocity experienced by a hot wire anemometer
x-,y,z co-ordinate directions , see Fig.2.3.

S physical thickness of boundary layer
boundary layer thickness when U » 95^ Umax

C ̂« displacement thickness of boundary layer
%  momentum thickness of boundary layer
C shear stress
X  microscale of turbulence
^  density
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Subscripts
o wind-off condition in hot wire anemometer equations
r.m.s. root mean square value 
d conditions in the equilibrium region
w wall conditions
c duct centreline conditions

conditions halfway across the velocity profile after the
inlet region
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Since the figures in this thesis have not been converted 
to Metric Units the following conversion factors may be found 
useful.

Length 1 foot = 0.305 m
i inch = 22.54 cm8

Density 1 lb/ f t^ = I6 .O22 Kg/m^

Kinematic Viscosity
1 ft/sec » 0 .0 9 3 m^sec



CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION.

1.1. Flow History.

There are probably few physical situations in which history 
is not at least partly accountable for the value of any one of 
the parameters which describe the system. Although it is often 
very much simpler to predict the value of a given quantity in 
terms of other parameters describing the system at a given point in 
space and time , it is usually only an approximation to do so. 
However in a complex physical situation it is difficult enough 
to form relationships between local parameters and the problem of 
forming relationships for parameters in terms of their histories 
is often almost impossible.

This is the situation which exists now in turbulent fluid 
flow , particularly in boundary layers. We have a complex physical 
situation in which inadequate local relations exist between its 
descriptive parameters , also we are aware that the history of 
some of these is important , but which ones and in what 
circumstances is still uncertain.

One of the basic difficulties in any analysis of turbulent 
boundary layer behaviour is the relation of the turbulent shear 
stresses to the mean flow. Since most attempts to solve the 
turbulent boundary layer problem are based on knowledge concerning 
the behaviour of laminar boundary layers , where the shear stress



is linearly related to the derivative of velocity , these attempts 
tend to he centred round the assumption that the turbulent stresses 
are a function only of the local velocity profile. Using this 
assumption and experimental data , the turbulent shear stresses 
are then expressed in the form of an eddy viscosity or mixing 
length correlated in terms of local properties. However as more 
measurements of turbulence become available the assumption of 
this form of local relationship is being questioned , since it 
appears that the flow history as well as the local mean velocity 
profile play a part in determining the shear stress distribution.

In a review of turbulent boundary layer calculation methods 
Eotta ( 2 ) states , " Actually the shear stress distribution is 
also affected by the previous history. Ho proposals for the shape 
parameter equation which make proper allowance for this circumst*- 
-ance have yet been made. But , at least , one knows now for 
certain that the insufficiency of the present calculation methods 
originate here , and any attempt at a positive improvement must 
start at this point. ”

This dependence of the turbulent shear stress distribution 
was first found by Jacobs ( 3 ) who experimented with flow over 
a change in wall roughness. He found the shear stress gradient 
in the outer part of the boundary layer retained the value it had 
over the previous wall roughness for a considerable distance 
after the change , whereas the wall shear stress changed almost 
immediately to its new value. This effect has also been found to 
be caused by a sudden change in pressure gradient. Physically, 
a sudden change in,pressure gradient produces a sudden change in

throughout the boundary layer , resulting in a sudden change 
in 91? > and the rate of production of turbulent energy.



The change in intensity and shear stress then follows. Near the 
wall the scale of turbulence is small enough for the adjustment to 
take place almost immediately so that the inner part of the 
boundary layer is locally in equilibrium. In the outer part of 
the boundary layer , however , most of the turbulent energy 
resides in large scale turbulence , which is considered to hâve 
a longer lifetime and it is this which is responsible for the slow 
adjustment of the turbulent intensities and shear stresses.

In the flows in which the dominant factors do not vary 
significantly in the direction of the flow it is possible to 
correlate the entire boundary layer distribution in terms of 
local conditions. However such simple correlatiohs break down 
when the flow conditions vary. The motions which cause the shear 
forces originate at the wall eind are diffused into the stream by 
the action of turbulence. As this diffusion occurs relative to 
the moving fluid , the shear at any point in the boundary layer 
has its origins at a point on the surface upstream of its present 
location. Thus the shear stresses in the outer part of the bound* 
-ary layer are governed by history , whilst near a solid surface 
local conditions prevail.



1. 2_. Scope of the present work.

Arising from this realization that in different flow 
conditions the flow history will affect the relationship between 
the mean flow and the turbulence , this thesis attempts to 
provide answers to the following three questions

( i ) Is it possible to use what we know about flow history 
to provide a full explanation of the common two - dimensional 
duct flow situation ?

( ii ) Using Clauser's ' black box ' analogy can we alter 
one of the inputs to the two - dimensional turbulent boundary 
layer and use the responses to expand on our ideas of the effects 
of flow history ?

( iii ) Can we find out some of the limitations which the 
effect of flow history puts on an integral method of boundary 
layer calculation ?
These questions will be briefly discussed immediately and will be 
dealt with more deeply in subsequent chapters.

1.2.1. Duct Flows.

The way in which a flow develops down a long , straight , 
constant cross - section rectangular duct is not as widely 
documented or understood as one might suppose. Indeed , the 
very terms used in describing flow regimes in such a duct are 
widely used to mean different things. The term ' fully developed ' 
is sometimes taken to mean a duct flow where the boundary layers 
may , by some criteria , be said to have just met ; whereas in



other cases it is taken to mean a duct flow whose parameters do 
not change as observations are made further downstream. Sometimes 
only parameters based on the mean velocity distribution are consi- 
-dered whilst at other times turbulence parameters are taken into 
account. The problem which arises when one attempts to say where 
the boundary layers growing from opposite walls of the duct meet 
is also confusing. When one considers the knowledge currently 
available concerning the conditions at the outer edge of the 
boundary layer it is plainly incorrect to refer to a point where 
boundary layers meet , but more realistic to refer to a region in 
which , due to the intermittent nature of the outer flow , the 
boundary layers meet from time to time. Then as one progresses 
downstream the value of the intermittency of the flow , ( i.e. the 
fractional time the fluid is non - turbulent ) , on the duct 
centre - line will eventually decrease until only patches of 
totally enclosed irrotational fluid are accountable. Even to 
talk about the existence of a potential core composed of irrotat- 
-ional fluid is occasionally misleading , since in most experimen- 
-tal rigs the uniform flow region between boundary layers 
growing on opposite walls often bears a small , but definite 
amount of turbulence due to honeycombs and grids upstream of the 
working section.

The published evidence of work on flows in rectangular 
ducts is confined principally to three topics. First there are 
those investigations on the nature of the secondary ftows in the 
comers of a rectangular duct. Secondly , work on the way in 
which the flow develops for a short distance downstream of the 
entry , and finally those publications dealing with the state of



the flow which the authors claim to be fully - developed. The 
first topic has been well documented and it is not the intention 
of this thesis to discuss this work. However there does seem to 
be a dearth of information about what happens to the flow between 
the material covered in the second topic and that in the third.
It is a common assumption to presume that the governing flow 
parameters reach their final constant value in the region where 
the boundary layers meet. We do know though that the shear stress 
in the outer part of the flow is influenced by history and has its 
origin at the wall upstream of its present position. Thus in the 
region where the boundary layers meet , the shear stress may well 
not yet have reached its final value. It is for this reason 
that the parameters describing the state of the flow continue to 
change. This study is developed further in Chapter 5*

1.2.2. Simulated Flow Conditions.

Clauser ( 4 ) has compared the problem of the growth of a 
turbulent boundary layer to a black box , containing an unknown 
response system into which a number of inputs can be fed. The 
outputs from the box then indicate the behaviour of its inner 
mechanism. As long as the mechanism of the box is hidden from us 
the only way to become aquainted with its response to any input 
functions that may be generated is to leam by experience, i.e. 
to try to correlate the observed output functions with the inputs 
for a number of examples. Such experimental results should at 
least enable us to describe the principal properties of the 
system qualitatively.



If we allow the flow to proceed unimpeded down a rectangular 
duct then eventually a stable situation will prevail providing 
there are no changes in wall roughness , cross - sectional geometry 
or pressure gradient. In this stable flow situation we can then 
regard the distributions of mean velocity , shear stress , intensity 
and scale of turbulence as being mutually compatible. If we 
consider these compatible distributions of parameters as inputs to 
the turbulent boundary layer , then by reproducing some of them 
and allowing the others to alter in a known manner we will , by 
observation of the outputs ( i.e. the distribution of parameters 
at a later stage in the flow's development ) , be able to build 
up a knowledge of the system.

Chapter 4 contains a description of the effects of simulating 
velocity profiles at the entry to the duct. Four cases are given 
of different methods of simulation of the mean velocity profile 
which would occur at the end of the duct if the flow were permitted 
to develop naturally.

The results of this work are of interest not only for the 
more basic reasons of understanding the mechanisms of turbulence 
but because they have a definite practical purpose. The conditions 
necessary for the simulation of naturally-occuring flows , partic- 
-ularly the production of atmospheric velocity profiles in which 
to perform tests on models , are still the subject of debate and 
good experimental evidence is vital to the formulation of accepted 
codes of practice.



1.2.5. Turbulent Boundary Layer Calculation.

As we have seen , one of the limiting factors in the succès- 
-fui development of turbulent boundary layer calculation methods 
is in the use we are able to make of flow history in the formulation 
of auxiliary equations. Furthermore , despite recent advances , 
the use of the earlier integral forms of calculation is still 
fairly widespread; the drawbacks of integral calculation methods 
being more in the physics incorporated into the constituent 
equations than in the equations themselves.

It was decided to use an integral dalculation method which 
by virtue of the particular form of auxiliary equation , incorpora- 
-tes both the value of the shear stress at a point halfway ; across 
the boundary layer and the slope of the shear stress at the duct 
centreline. Instead of using an equation to describe the behaviour 
of the shear stress distribution , use is made of the duct flow 
experimental data. In this way it is possible to feed in the true 
effects of flow history on the shear stress distribution and 
observe their effect on a typical integral calculation method.

This analysis is extended in Chapter 5.

1.2.4. Local Relationships.

Despite their disadvantages ( see Batchelor ( 5 ) for example) 
local relationships between shear stress and mean velocity dist- 
-ributions are still in use in calculation methods in the form of 
mixing length and eddy viscosity theories. Since the experimental 
data was readily available it was considered a useful exercise to



compare the manner in which these local relationships developed 
with those formulations in use. This comparison is presented in 
Appendices 1 and 2.
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Chapter 2.

Experimental Facilities.

2.1. The Wind Tunnel.
The wind tunnel in which the tests were performed is shown 

pictorially in Fig. 2.1 and schematically in Pig. 2.2. The 
major criterion for its design was that its maximum overall length 
was to be no more than feet , that it was to be powered by a 
fan already available and that it was to be produced economically. 
The major design was therefore the working length and the inlet 
contraction. After some initial difficulties with the design of 
the inlet contraction the flow in the working section was shown 
to be straight and smooth , and symmetrical , to within 5̂ ; , 
both about the x,y and x,z planes. (The co - ordinate system is 
shown in Pig. 2.$.) Furthermore the flow was shown to be two - 
dimensional for at least z » H/4 either side of the y axis even 
for maximum sidewall boundary layer growth.

2.1.1. The Working Length.
The fan which would be used to drive the tunnel had a 

capacity of approximately 4-000 cubic feet per minute and since it 
was considered desirable to attain speeds of the order of 200 feet 
per second to facilitate ease of velocity measurement , this 
limited the cross sectional area to the order of l/^rd square 
feet. Furthermore it was considered that a height of at least 4 
inches was necessary to enable measurements to be made near the 
wall , and thus the width required was 12 inches. The cross 
sectional shape was rectangular since it was desired to produce
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results in a two - dimensional flow which could complement results 
from axisymmetric flow situations being obtained both at Leicester 
and elsewhere. Furthermore , thought had already been given to 
the problem of the simulation of velocity profiles and it was 
considered that the practical problems of structural support 
would be much simpler in a rectangular duct than in a pipe.

The question of the nature eind manufacture of the working 
length was overshadowed by the economic restraints imposed and 
the solution adopted was construction in fibreglass to be 
performed by the author. The necessity of a good surface finish 
on the inside of the duct , dictated by the outside of the wooden 
mould , was provided by cladding the mould with hardboard which 
was itself covered with cellulose tape. In order to ensure 
correct alignment of the working length the duct was constructed 
in lengths of 10 feet , having flanges at the ends to be bolted 
together. After construction it was found that the dimensions 
of the duct , together with relatively thin walls , J inch , 
produced a type of panel flutter phenomenon when the tunnel was 
run up to operating speed. To overcome this the walls were 
thickened to f- - -J- inch and reinforced by 1-J- x inch slotted 
angle - iron.

Instrument access to the flow was facilitated by openings 
in the duct roof. Circular collars were cemented into place 
flush with the roof and traverse mechanisms then fitted into these 
collars , metal plugs being inserted in to collars which were not 
in use. An oil seal was provided between the plug or traverse 
base and the collar to prevent seepage of air into the duct. The 
collars were positioned at intervals of one foot down the length,
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starting 6 inches from the junction between the working length 
and the inlet contraction , and finishing 3 feet 6 inches from 
the end. This gave a useful operating length of 121 equivalent 
duct heights.

2.1.2. The Aspect Ratio.
The aspect ratio of the working length , i.e. ratio of duct 

height to width , was 3:1 since at the design stage this was 
considered adequate to obtain two - dimensional flow in the central 
region. The criterion used here for two - dimensional flow is 
that on a plot of constant velocity contours over the cross 
section , the contours should be parallel to the floor and roof 
of the duct. When the rig was built , measurements were made of 
the axial velocity distribution over the central region of the 
cross section , Pigs. 2.4* and 2.5» Here it is possible to see 
that even for the case where the sidewall boundary layers have 
grown to their fullest extent the flow in the central two inches 
of the duct is two - dimensional. Hoagiand ( 6 ) who examined 
the way in which secondary flows influence the primary flow in 
square and rectangular ducts also found a substantial region of 
two - dimensional flow in the centre of a 3 z 1 aspect ratio duct, 
Pig. 2.6. By his measurements of the distribution of lateral 
secondary velocity  ̂ over the cross section , ( Pig. 2.7)>
it is apparent that the assumption that secondary velocities are 
negligible in the central region is well proven.

Despite this , both Bradshaw and Hellene ( ? )  and Tracy (8) 
have stated that an aspect ratio of 5:1 is necessary before the 
assumption of the existence of a central region of two - 
dimensional flow can be substantiated in the case of developed 
boundary layers. The solution of this apparent conflict is that
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Bradshaw and Tracy have both stated the criterion which must be 
followed to avoid excessive sidewall boundary layer growth effects 
in strong adverse pressure gradients , the worst possible case.
However in the present examination the pressure gradient was
both mild and favourable , accounting for the central region of 
two - dimensional flow in a duct of smaller aspect ratio.

2.1.5. The Inlet Contraction.
The shape of the inlet contraction , shown schematically in 

Pig. 2.8 , is based on a trigonometrical tagent curve. Its overall 
area ratio is 6.25 % 1 and it contains 9 inch parallel lengths at 
both inlet and exit. The 9 inch parallel length at the rear 
somewhat falsifies the origin of the working length which has been
taken to be the junction between the contraction exit and the
working length entry.

Initially the curve on the leading ed&e of the contraction 
turned back through 180^ , but this caused separation to occur
along the front 9 inch parallel length and was thus cut to 90  ̂

and a plate at 90° to the duct axis was welded in place as shown. 
Also f to ensure uniform transition , trip rods , diameter = 0.05 6" 
were placed on the walls just downstream of the radius. A honey - 
comb , having hexagonal cell size of by 2V long waw inserted 
at a position halfway down the contraction. Although unorthodox 
in its positioning , this honeycomb gave a smoother flow than 
any honeycomb of this or larger size , situated in either or both 
of the upstream or downstream 9 inch parallel lengths.

2.1.1. Fan and Speed Control.
The fan, made by Woods of Colchester , was 24 inch diameter 

aerofoil fan and was driven by a constant speed induction motor.
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Had the means been available , speed control would best be 
produced electrically using a Ward-Leonard system. Instead 
accurate speed control was effected by means of a series of 
shutter vanes operated by lever arms , situated between the fan 
and the silencer. Throughout the tests the tunnel was run at a 
constant overall pressure drop , measured using the static 
pressure tappings. This method of testing had the implication 
that as the local pressure drop over the devices used for 
simulating a mean velocity profile varied , then the mass flow 
and Reynolds Number also varied slightly but not significantly.
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2.2. The Traverse Mechanisms.

In order to save time and with the idea of fully automating 
the data recording system at a later date a decision was made to 
automatically traverse the hot wire anemometers used for measuring 
the flow parameters. Photographs of the traverse mechanism are 
shown in Pig. 2d.9.

The traverse mechanism was powered by a 6 volt motor which 
drives a lead screw , moving a threaded block to which a length of 
hypodermic tubing is attached. This hypodermic tubing runs through 
a hole in the base of the mechanism fitting into one of the metal 
collars in the duct roof. The hot wire anemometer was then attach- 
-ed to the end of the tubing. The only restraint then on the 
shortest distance of the probe from the duct wall is its own 
geometry.

The 6 volt motor was driven by a pulse circuit , making it 
possible to traverse the duct in steps of l/4 0th of an inch and 
to dwell in between these steps for any required length of time.

A manual mechanism was also available to traverse the duct 
with separate pitot and static tubes. This had the advantage that 
in areas of particular interest readings could be taken close 
together while in the outer region of the flow the distance 
between readings could be lengthened. Measurement of the probe 
position was made possible by the use of a vernier depth gauge.
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2.3. Flow Measurement.

2.3 «1. Measurement of Mean Velocities.

Measurements of the mean velocity profiles across the duct 
were made using separate pitot and static tubes. These were 
manufactured from stainless steel hypodermic tubing having an 
outside diameter of 0.050 inches. In the design of the static 
tube, use was made of the recommendations of Pankhurst and Holder 
( 9 ) for the tip radius and the siting of the static holes.
These tubes were used in conjunction with an inclined spirit 
manometer.

Initially the tubes were calibrated against a standard 
N. P. L. Pitot - Static tube and no departure from a 1 to 1 
correlation was detected.

Since one of the purposes of making these mean velocity 
traverses was to determine the values of the displacement and 
momentum thicknesses of the boundary layers , a data reduction 
computer programme was written to evaluate these. As a check on 
the programme’s accuracy a number of standard power laws * c 
with exponents varying fro# ^ to l/l2 were fed in as data and the 
computer results compared with the theoretical solution. In the 
determination of displacement thickness the error was zero at an 
exponent of l/2 and a maximum of 2^o at an exponent of l/l2; whilst 
in the determination of momentum thickness no error was detectable 
in results taken to three significant figures.

One of the sources of error involved in the use of pitot 
tubes for making measurements in turbulent boundary layers is the 
effect of the intensity of turbulence J tA*" . Following Goldstein 
( 10 ) we can deduce that the pitot tube senses the sum of the
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v e l o c i t y  heads , c orresponding to the correct m e a n  v e l o c i t y  and 

root m e a n  square intensity i.e.

=  C/j. (2.1)

T hus in regions of high turbulence intensity the pitot tube

appears to read high. F o r  example , in an a i r s treàm w h ere 

n = 100 ft./sec and turbulence i n t ensity is 10^ the error in 

is Vfo* Situations in whi c h  this example are typical are 

k n own to exist n e a r  the wall and immediately behind some of the 

m e c h a n i s m s  u sed for simulating a vel o c i t y  profile.

2.3.2. M e a s u r e m e n t  of T u r b u l e n c e  P a r a m e t e r s .

T u r b u l e n c e  can be likened to a series of random v i b r a t i o n s  

extended over a wide frequency range , in air this range b e i n g  

typically 2 Hz to 15KHz at the R e y n o l d s  N u m b e r  conditions at w h ich 

the tests were performed. Instru m e n t s  designed to detect and 

m ea s u r e  phe n o m e n a  over such a range m ust possess low i n e r t i a  , 

h a v e  small sensing heads ( i deally a point ) , produce r e p e a t a b l e

results and be robust. A p art from its fragility the hot w i r e

anemom e t e r  satisfies these requirements and since the signal is 

electrically sensed d ata can be recorded , stored and p r o c e s s e d  

easily.

T h e  priciple of operation is that of heat transfer f r o m  the 

h e a t e d  cylinder formed by the wire. U n d e r  still conditions the 

wire adopts an equilibrium te m p e r a t u r e  dependent on hea t  i n put , 

free convection and radiative h eat transfer. As the f l u i d  is 

caused to f l o w  over the wire , for c e d  convection occurs l o w e r i n g  

the temperature of the wire and h e nce its resistance. In a
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constant temperature anemometer system , the reduced resistance 
causes the bridge to go out of balance , whence a feedback circuit 
comes into effect raising the resistance to its original value.
The power required to do this is a measure of the fluid velocity. 
The merits of both this constant temperature system and the 
alternative constant current system have been comprehensively 
reviewed by Cooper and Tulin ( 11 ).

For the measurements of turbulence made in the experimental 
programme , a BISA 55AOI Constant Temperature anemometer was used 
in conjunction with DISA 55^55 Straight Wire Probe Elements and 
DISA 55A54 Slant Wire Probe Elements. It was not found necessary 
to include additional metering devices other than those 
incorporated in the 55AOI.

Basically the measurement of turbulence is based on the slope 
of the bridge voltage versus flow velocity calibration curve , S , 
which by definition we may express as

S » ^  (2.2.)
dU

where V is the bridge B.C. voltage and U is the mean velocity.
Assuming thatKing’s Law ( the existence of a linear relation 

between the electrical power input to the transducer and the square 
root of the flow velocity ) , is true we can write:

- cc -t- (2.3.)
R

or

t. = ^ (2.4)
R  R  \
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where E is the probe operating resistance and is the bridge 
B.C. voltage for zero flow conditions.
Bifferentiating ( 2.3.)

_ p.R ru ■ T4u
(2 .5 .)

Combining (2.2.) and (2.5*) we get

s . #
A-V .lU

but from (2.4»)
= (M"- m :  ) ^

. "S& = W V o  ̂ (2.6.)
A r S \ J

A knowledge of the factors in this equation enables 
measurements of turbulence quantities to be made without the 
necessity for individual calibration of each wire used.

If a wire were placed in a position A in the (x, y ) plane 
at 45° to each axis then by linearizing its response equation and 
neglecting squares and products we could write the fluctuating 
part of the response equation thus:

EA r.m.s. : J s /  ( (2 .7)

where is a function of the wire itself and its operating 
conditionj,as described in equation (2 .6)̂  as well as its
orientation.
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If we then took the same wire and placed it in position B
o 'by turning it through 90 in the plane (x,y) so that it was 

again 45° to each axis , similarly we could write the fluctuating 
part of its response equation as

Eft B r.m.s J 8g2 (v, _ t )2 (2.8)

Now since we have the same wire at the same point with its 
orientation to the flow direction set at +45° and -45° we can 
write

8* ^ a* - (Vfl2 - Yc} ) (2.9)

where is the bridge B.C. voltage when the wire is in position
A. By squaring and subtracting Equations (2 .7) and (2.8)

VA O' = ^

and on substitution of Equation (2 .9) we get

^ ' b  \ ■ (2.10)

Since U is known at points across the duct from the pitot and
static tube measurements and E/j , E-. _ , V. and'•r.m.s. & r.m.s. ^
are known from the meter readings on the anemometer bridge we are 
able to determine uv directly in (ft./sec)^. Furthermore , if 
we merely required the ratio uv it would not be necessary to 
make pitot readings and static %ube readings at all.

If we were now to take a straight wire and place it normal
to the flow in either of the y or z axes in position C , the
fluctuating part of its response equation could be written
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^c. r ^c. ^  (2 .11)

where

ĉ. - nJ'-MO -

Thus we can write the longitudinal intensity of turbulence as a
percentage of the local mean flow velocity Ü , i.e.

7o =  . A-Mfc Y oo (2.12)
^  IV.-- Vo;')

In order to determine the lateral (y direction ) intensity of 
turbulence it is necessary to utilize the information gained from 
all three wire positions. By squaring and adding ( 2.7 ) and 
( 2.8 ) we get

I I =  VX5+V)'*' (2.15)

Squaring ( 2.11 ) and subtracting from ( 2.13 ) yields

^ ̂  ^ 1 (2 *14)
^  V ) w %.
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and on substitution of and we get ,

It should be noted that all measurements of the percentage 
intensity of turbulence are based on the local value of the mean 
velocity and not the bulk mean velocity U or the maximum velocity 
U max. A data reduction computer programme was used to reduce 
the values of E , V , and U to the required form i.e. the uv 
correlation and the percentage intensities of turbulence.

Brief measurements of the spectrum of the longitudinal 
intensity of turbulence, were made with the help of the English 
Electric Company's Mechanical Engineering Laboratory , using an 
Ampex Tape Recorder and subsequently analysing the recorded 
information on an analogue computer.

2 .3 .3 . Errors in the Measurement of Turbulence.
The complete story on how errors arise in the measurement of 

turbulence is the subject of a multitude of publications. The 
aim of this present section is only to give a brief description of 
how some major errors can arise and the way in which their effects 
can be minimized where possible. It also indicates the degree of 
reliability present in the measurements made in subsequent 
chapters.

(a) Errors caused by ambient temperature fluctuations.
The operating procedure followed when using DISA anemometers 

is first to determine the resistance of the probe when it is cold 
and in zero airflow. A suitable overheat ratio,.1 1.7 in this case, 
is chosen according to the type of probe in use to give maximum 
sensitivity. Then the arm of the bridge which balances the probe
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is set to the appropriate overheat resistance , causing the probe 
to come into operation in its heated form. Should a change in the 
ambient temperature occur this will cause the effective overheat 
ratio to alter and hence the operating temperature will also change 
In an attempt to minimize this effect , the cold resistance was 
determined at the start of each traverse and the balance arm 
resistances set accordingly to give the correct overheat ratio. 
Furthermore the wind tunnel was run up for at least half an hour 
before any measurements were made in order to acheive equilibrium 
between the inside of the working length and the surrounding air. 
Despite these precautions it would be possible for errors to arise 
due to changes in the ambient temperature during the time required 
to make a traverse. These errors are thought to be very small 
since no evidence of their effect was ever found.

(b) Errors Caused due to heat loss by wall proximity.
Errors in measurements made by hot wire anemometers can be

caused by the proximity of the probe to the wall. This causes 
heat conduction through the fluid to the wall , giving false low 
readings. However such errors are generally considered negligible 
when the probe is more than 20 wire diameters from the wall. In 
the case of the present tests the measurements made closest to the 
wall were at y = 0 .0 5 inches which is approximately 220 wire 
diameters , and thus this effect was neglected.

(c) Errors due to drift of wires caused by dust.
The manufacturing method of hot wire elements can be divided 

into 5 main groups. The most common method( the one which DISA 
employ ) is to weld drawn tungsten wire to needle points a fixed 
distance apart. Secondly there is a method in which the ends of 
a drawn tungsten wire are copper plated leaving a bare section in
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the centre. These ends are then soft soldered to cupro - nickel 
supports. Thirdly there is the Wollaston process whereby the whole 
wire is plated and then the centre section is etched away with 
nitric acid. In the first two cases the sensing section of the 
probe is smooth drawn wire whilst in the third case the surface 
of the sensor is gouged and pitted by the action of the etching 
agent. While no airflow can be free of dust particles down to a 
size below that of the wire diameter , the amount of dust present 
will depend largely on the immediate enviroment of the airflow 
source , i.e. the laboratory , and to a lesser extent the general 
environment i.e. urban or rural areas. Thus if one recognizes the 
inevitable presence of dust then the screening and filtration of 
the airflow is very much a subjective precaution. The way in 
which dust affects a hot wire is firstly by impact , in which 
mechanical stresses are set up which alter the wire resistance , 
and secondly by dust settling on the wire surface and and altering 
its thermal properties. Hence the nature of the wire surface is 
all important in the consideration of how dust will settle and 
cling to it.

Collis ( 12 ) who used Wollaston wires in an urban environ - 
-ment has reported a diminution of wire sensitivity due to dust 
at the rate of ^  per minute for the first half hour of a run at 
100 feet per second airflow velocity. Dryden and Kuethe ( 15 ) 
reported the rate of diminution of sensitivity to be 0.28% per 
minute over 1^ hours at an airflow velocity of 110 feet per 
second , using smooth drawn wires. Although it is not specifically 
mentioned it is assumed that the rate of diminution of sensitivity 
is not a linear function of time but increases with increasing 
time. Based on figures of this order , a traverse taking 10
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minutes could give a decrease in sensitivity of the order of 2fo 
in the worst case.

In these tests all the wires used had smooth drawn surfaces 
and as a further precaution the wires were washed in filtered 
trichloroethelene before each traverse.

(d) Errors due to high turbulence intensity.
In writing down the response equation of a hot wire anemometer 

it is generally assumed that the relative turbulence intensity is 
small , in order to make possible a linearization of the response 
equation to turbulence fluctuations. However it is of practical 
importance to know at what intensity level such a linearization 
begins to induce unacceptable errors. Hinze ( I4 ) produces an 
elegant theoretical analysis of this effect but reaches the 
decision that insufficient information of turbulence structures is 
available to apply it fully . However , he does give a guide that 
the error involved in turbulence measurements in high intensity 
airflows is of the order of half the percentage intensity level 
i.e. the error in the measurement of turbulence level of 10^ is of 
the order of 59̂  too high.

(e) Errors due to end effects.
In general the wire supports of a probe are large compared 

with the wire itself and their thermal inertia can be assumed 
infinite by comparison. Because of the temperature difference 
between the wire and its supports , a cooling effect is exerted 
on the wire by conduction to the supports. This cooling reduces 
the effective length of the wire and led Bethov ( 15 ) to introduce 
the concept of cold length i.e. that part of the wire near the 
supports which is effectively inactive. His conclusions were 
that a ratio of this cold length to the total length of 0.10 is
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a d equate for good results and that this requires the length to 

di a meter ratio ( l/d ) of the w ire to be at least 100.

In the present tests the l/d ratio of the probes u s e d  was

100 , but an un p u b l i s h e d  c ommunication w ith the probe manufacturers 

states that the probe design is such as to min i m i z e  errors from 

this source.

( f ) Errors due to finite wire l e n g t h .

T h e  use of a w i r e  of finite length involves errors arising 

from the integration of v e l o c i t y  fluctuations along its length.

This causes an u n d e r  estimate of the contribution from eddies

of a l e n g t h  scale the same as or of smaller order than the wire

length. M o r e  detail of this type of error is given by F r e n k i e l 

( l6 ) f who states that the size of error incurred u s i n g  a wire 

of length in an a irflow whose mi c r o s c a l e  is X , is of the 

order of m &

M e a s u r e m e n t s  m a d e  in the present tests usi n g  a h I S A  

C o r r e l a t o r  to determine X indicate that errors arising from this 

source are negligible.

(g) Errors due to the d i rectional Sensitivity of inclined 

w i r e s .

The v a lidity of the cosine law for descri b i n g  the directional 

s e n s i t i v i t y  of hot wires has often b een doubted. An alternative 

expression is

(2.16)
W h e r e  H g  is the effective v e l o c i t y  , IJ is the f low v e l o c i t y  , ^  

is the i n c lination of the wire to the flow and K  a fun c t i o n
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thought to depend on velocity and the length to diameter ratio of 
the wire.

In a detailed investigation on measurements made by inclined 
wires Champagne ( 17 ) indicates that for wires of the type used in 
the present tests a value of K = 0.25 would be realistic and that 
this could produce errors in the measurement of uv and J

U
of the order of 10^ too low.

However various values of this factor K are given in the 
literature. Hinze ( 14 ) gives it as between 0.1 and 0.5 depending 
on velocity ( K increasing as the velocity decreases ) . Webster 
(is) determined K to be 0.2 but his results showed no systematic 
dependence either on velocity or l/d ratio. Both Dueller ( 19 ) 
and. Schubauer and Klebanoff ( 20 ) have shown that for inclinations 
of less than 70° , K is zero and Chu ( 21 ) is reported to have
found no deviation from the cosine law at all.
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The conclusions that may be drawn from this brief survey of 
the errors involved in the use of hot wire anemometers are that 
there are two primary sources to be taken into account in results 
from the test programme.

High intensities of turbulence can cause the measured values 
of the turbulence parameters to be as much as too large in the 
flow regions close to a wall and immediately behind a device for 
simulating a mean velocity profile. Elsewhere errors arising from 
this source would be expected to be considerably smaller. The 
measurement of parameters which utilize hot wires inclined to the 
flow direction may be subject to errors arising from the invalidity 
of the cosine law of directional sensitivity. Although there is 
some debate as to the size of errors arising here it is possible 
that the measured values of both uv and % may be too low by 
as much as 10^ . ^

In consideration of the uncertainty surrounding the 
assessment of the errors originating from both these sources no 
overall alteration of the test results have been made to allow for 
them. Nevertheless , reference will be made to them in the 
discussion of the results of the experimental programme. A 
summary of the effect of the errors discussed in this section is 
shown in Pig. 2.10.
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Chapter 3.

Duct Flow.

The manner in which flows , particularly those that are 
turbulent , develop downstream in a pipe or duct is at present the 
subject of some conjecture. Partially the reason for this is the 
difficulty of performing adequate experiments which may be used as 
a comparison with the various theories available. The incomplete 
state of knowledge about boundary layer transition , from laminar 
to turbulent flow , alone presents practical problems , as does our 
assumptions concerning the nature of the flow boundaries and the 
central core.

Since anomalies exist in the terminology used in the various 
publications on pipe and duct flows it should be pointed out that 
the term * developing flow ’ implies flow up to the point at which 
the values of all the flow parameters cease to change with increasing 
distance downstream. It does not mean flow up to the point or 
region where the boundary layers may be said to have met. The term 
' equilibrium flow ' is taken to mean the flow at any point down - 
stream of the position where the flow parameters cease to change 
with distance. The ' inlet flow region ' is that length from inlet 
to the region where the boundary layers merge.

In this chapter it is intended to present some ideas about 
the way that the effects of flow history can be used to explain the 
development of the mean flow in a duct.
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3.1. The prédiction of developing flows.

Various theories exist for the purpose of predicting the 
development of mean flow parameters , but to date none of them can 
give an entirely satisfactory comparison with the relatively sparse 
experimental data available.

One of the best known of the earlier attempts to predict the 
development of turbulent boundary layers in pipes and ducts is that 
derived for the development of boundary layers on a flat plate at 
zero incidence with constant free stream velocity , which is 
presented by Schlichting ( 22 ).
Here he writes

c oô = o - 3 i . 3 t .  5.1.1.

where S  is the height of the boundary layer , x is the distance 
from the leading edge of the plate and Re^ is the Reynolds Number 
based on x and the free stream velocity. If this is now applied to 
the developing flow in a pipe or duct of height H , the length 
required for the boundary layers to meet ( S  = H/2 ) from inlet 
may be expressed

5.1.2.

where now the Reynolds Number is based on , the length of the 
inlet region.

The original equation from which this is developed is for 
flow over a flat plate at zero incidence and the data required for 
its formulation concerning the values of wall shear stress were 
taken from measurements of equilibrium flow in a pipe where a
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l/7th power law velocity profile was assumed. The validity of its 
application back to developing boundary layers in pipes is doubtful, 
since it is based on a constant free stream velocity , whilst free 
stream flow in the entry region of pipe accelerates. Thus equation
5 .1 .2 . is liable to under - estimate the length of the inlet region.

More recently other theories have appeared in the literature, 
again with the purpose of predicting flow development downstream of 
a pipe or duct inlet. The method by Ross ( 2.3 ) yields the relative 
momentum thickness of the boundary layer at any point up to 10 
diameters downstream of a pipe entry and uses this to compute the 
accompanying pressure drop and head loss. The analytical prediction 
of the length of the inlet region , by Lakshamana ( 24 ) requires 
that a known inlet velocity profile develop into a known end 
velocity profile but with the drawback that both specified profiles 
should have non - zero first derivatives at the wall , thus limiting 
its usefulness to non - uniform inlet velocity profiles only.
Bowlus and Brighton ( 25 ) have also produced a theory predicting 
tne length of the inlet region requiring the use of the integral 
continuity and momentum relationships and the assumption that the 
wall boundary layer can , everywhere , be fitted by a l/7th Power 
Law velocity profile. In a prediction method at present being 
developed by Cockrell ( 26 ) he uses an integral method of boundary 
layer prediction incorporating an entrainment equation dependant on 
the boundary layer turbulence , originally developed by Hirst and 
Reynolds ( 27 ) • He concludes that probably the most significant 
result is that no single relation can be given between the length 
from inlet to the point where the boundary layers merge and the 
Reynolds Number. His analysis shows that the initial entrainment 
rate , which is a measure of the boundary layer turbulence near
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inlet , is more important than the Reynolds Number. A comparison 
of his predictions with the experimental results of Barhin and 
Jones ( 2B ) for developing flow in a pipe is good , however only 
an approximate correlation is made with the results of Comte - 
Belliot ( 29 ) for duct flow after the boundary layers have merged.
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5.2. The nature of the inlet region flow.

In their experimental study of developing pipe flow , Barbin 
and Jones ( 2B ) state that following the disappearance of the free 
stream , further changes in the velocity profile and distribution 
of turbulence parameters occur before an equilibrium condition is 
reached. In his discussion on this paper , Brenkert says he would 
expect the velocity profile to change as the turbulent shear stress 
approaches its equilibrium value and that it would be interesting
to find out what happens further down the pipe.

In an effort to try to set down what influences the nature 
of the developing flow in a pipe or duct , use is made of one of 
Schubauer’s classical papers ( 30 ). Here he states that it is 
generally known that the velocity distribution in a flat plate 
boundary layer differs from that found in equilibrium pipe or duct 
flow , the difference becoming more distinct at high Reynolds 
Numbers. The pipe and duct flow velocity profiles obey the 
logarithmic law to a fair degree of approximation whereas the
boundary layer profiles show a deviation from this for 0.2: ,
where ^  is the physical thickness of the boundary layer. This
difference in the behaviour of the two types of flow is attributed 
to intermittency , i.e. the irregular outer limit of the boundary 
layer envelope , which is present in flat plate boundary layer 
flow and absent in equilibrium pipe or duct flow. The effect of  ̂i
this intermittency is shown to influence not only the shape of the
mean velocity profile but also the distribution of turbulent 
energy.

For developing flow in a duct both of these flow situations 
are present. Initially the thin inlet boundary layer will exhibit 
intermittent effects in its outer region not too dissimilar from
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those of a flat plate boundary layer , whilst in the equilibrium 
flow region no intermittency will be present ( discounting totally 
enclosed regions of irrotational flow formed by the merging of two 
intermittent regions ). Since it is known from Schubauer^ work 
that these two types of flow have different mean velocity profiles 
associated with them it is quite natural that one should expect a 
change from one type of flow to the other i.e. in the region between 
the boundary layers merging and the onset of equilibrium flow.

Schubauer also reported a difference in the distribution of 
turbulent energy of the two flow types. However when the boundary 
layer distribution is divided by the intermittency factor ( the 
ratio of time the fluid is non - turbulent to the total time ) the 
two distributions become similar. This point could be deduced from 
Barbin and Jones ( 28 ) results in which they observe a sudden 
increase in turbulence intensity when the boundary layers begin to 
merge. Had they divided their results by the intermittency factor 
at each point this supposed sudden increase would have been less 
apparent.
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3.3» Experimental Results.

3 .3 .1 . The Mean Velocity Profile.

In Eig. (3*1) the development of the mean velocity 
distribution is ahown. Although the mean velocity profiles indicat- 
-ed that the central uniform velocity core of the flow vanished 
in the region 32: ̂  L/H ^  56 it is apparent that changes in the 
velocity distribution continue beyond this region. Except very 
close to the wall the velocity distribution cannot be said to be 
constant with increasing downstream distance until a value of L/H 
of ‘approximately 100 is reached.

If the mean velocity profile data is analysed it is possible
o %to plot the variations of the displacement thickness ^  , the

momentum thickness ^  , the physical thickness ^ 5  and the shape 
parameter H with downstream distance fig. (5.2). Here the physical 
thickness is defined as the value of y at which the mean
velocity U is equal to 959̂  of the maximum velocity TJ max. Once 
again one can see that significant changes occur a^ter the boundary 
layers merge and that equilibrium flow is established at about 
L/H = 100. These parameters indicate that the acceleration of the 
central part of the flow appears to continue up to L/H = 46 and 
then a deceleration occurs until L/H = 90 , reducing the values of 
the thickness parameters by some 20^. From the manner in which 
they are calculated the thickness parameters are more influenced 
by changes in the central part of the flow than changes near the 
wall. Little can be deduced from the behaviour of the shape factdr 
H except that the values of displacement and momentum thickness 
are in roughly constant proportion after L/H<k 55 » The value of H 
appears less sensitive to small changes in velocity profile shape 
than any of the thickness parameters.
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5.5.2. The wall shear stress.

Since the results of measurements of the turbulent shear
stresses (-uv ) are non - dimensionalized by the square of the fric-

2-tion velocity for the equilibrium region u*^

where \ 5.2.1.

it would be pertinent to describe the measurement of UwjL at this 
point. It is the value of the wall shear stress in the equilibrium 
region which has been used since various investigators have shown 
that the value of T w  decreases from its value at the duct entry 
to its constant value some distance downstream. However in none 
of the reports has T w  taken longer than L/H- 15 to reach its final 
value , such measurements being reported by Holdhusen ( 51 ) »
Barbin and Jones ( 28 ) and Bowlus and Brighton ( 25 ) •

Measurement of the wall shear stress was made by the following 
methods.

(i) The Moody Chart.
This chart of Reynolds Number against friction factor was 

used assuming the duct to conform to the smooth pipe curve, 
for Ü = 115 ft/sec.

H = 0.555 ft.
-4 2

4 = 1 . 5 4 % 10 ft /sec.
then Re = 2 .4 8 x 10^

This gives f = 0.0145
and since f = (3 .2 .2)

then = 0 .0 5 6 Ib/ft^
This then gives , from 3.2.1.

u^^ = 2 4 .04 ft^/sec^
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(ii) The Pressure Drop Relationship.
On assuming that the only net forces acting on the fluid in 

the equilibrium flow region are the pressure drop and the wall 
shear stress then it is possible to write.

d b  = (5.2.5)

For a rectangular duct of height H and breadth B this can be 
rewritten

(5 .2 .4)

This gives the value of as

= 0 . 0 5 4 6 Ib/ft^

and a value of friction velocity of
2

^̂ *d = 2 3 .4 4 ft^/seo^

(iii) The Logarithmic Law.
If the validity of the logarithmic law of velocity distribution 

for equilibrium flow in pipes is assumed correct for points near 
the wall , then by measuring the mean flow velocity it is possible 
to compute a value for the friction velocity. From Prandtl ( 32, ) 
the following equation was used

\J= VX» ̂ S-7S\o^,„ + S  S  I (5 .2̂ .5)

This gave a value of _ 25.6 ft^/eeo^
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(iv) The Ludweig - Tillman Skin Friction Relationship (53) 
This relationship , based on experimental observation of flow

over a flat plate , is as follows
O blSW — Z.

( = 0-2.4-W . »o . 5.2.6.

where Re^ is the Reynolds Number based on the boundary layer 
momentum thickness.

Since
Wifc = \ J  ^ Çil 5 .2 .7 .

2u„, was determined to be *d
u ^  « 22.82 ft^/sec^

(v) The Sohultz-Grunow Skin Friction Relationship (54)
This relationship also based on flat plate flow observations

states
3 .2 .8 .

Using this , the friction velocity is
u^^ = 23 .55 ft^/sec^

Since the accuracy of none of these results would be expected 
to be better than about 59̂ they were averaged to give the value 
used to non-dimensionalize the turbulent shear stresses. This 
average value is

û ĵ  - 23 .5 ft^/seo^
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3»3»5» The Turbulence Parameters»

In the manner described in Chapter 2 measurements were made of 
the longitudinal intensity of turbulence 4 (  z - direction ) , 
the lateral intensity of turbulence 4 ( y - direction ) and
the turbulent shear stress correlation , - uv .

The development of 4u^ is shown in Fig. (5,5) for one half of 
the duct only since the parameters as a whole showed a symmetrical 
distribution about the duct centre line. Here one can see that 
the development of4u^ to its stable values occurs sooner near the 
wall than in the centre of the flow , as one might expect • The 
distribution of 4 u across the duct appears to reach its stabilized 
value by L/H = 6.0.

By contrast to this , the development of 4 v^ , Fig(5»4) , 
shows that small order changes are still occuring near the wall up 
to about L/H = 100 , whereas in the centre stability is obtained 
by about L/H = . This is attributed to small surface changes
causing flow disturbances more liable to be noticed in lateral 
than in longitudinal intensities. Although every effort was made 
to eliminate them , these small surface changes are liable to be 
oaüsedciby steps where the sections of the working length are 
joined , and changes in surface roughness.

By comparing Figs. (5*5) and (5»4) one can see that the flow 
is near isotropic in the central portion of the duct- The value 
of 4 V is slightly higher than that of 4 u but this could well 
be due to the errors in measurement due to the assumption of the 
cosine law of directional sensitivity , as detailed in Section
2 .5 .3 .

Shown in Fig. (5*5) is the distribution of the shear stress 
correlation across the duct for various values of L/H. Here one
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sees that the turbulent shear stresses develop initially near the 
wall and are then diffused outwards. The distribution shown at 
L/H = 51 where the boundary layers are beginning to merge , is 
still far from the linear distribution one expects for stabilised 
flow , whereas the distribution at L/H = 58 is much more nearly 
linear. However even this distribution shows a departure from 
linearity about half way between the wall and the centre of the 
flow on each side , indicating that stability has not yet been 
acheived.

The shear stress correlation distributions have been re - 
-plotted in Fig. (5*6) to show the development for various 
positions across the duct. Here again there is evidence of both 
continued change after the boundary layers have merged and of 
small order changes continuing to occur near the wall after the 
central values have stabilised. This later phenomenon is considered 
to be a result of the surface changes which also affect the values 
of -J v^ near the wall.
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5.4. Discussion.

Since in many investigations on flow in pipes and ducts it 
is only the mean velocity profiles and their resultant parameters 
which are taken into account,one of the most important questions 
which arises from the preceding results is what causes the change 
of thickness parameters once the boundary layers have merged.

By neglecting the effects of the secondary velocities , the 
viscous stress term and the turbulent normal stress terms , the 
momentum equation for flow on the duct centre line can be written

\J„^, a v j g w  _ V (-ÏT»N 1 (5•4.1)a»- ? 13^ \c.
From the investigations of others ( for example Olson (35) ) 

we know that as the boundary layer develops the pressure gradient 
is approximately constant down a duct except near the inlet , thus 
since turbulent shear stresses are absent on the centre line in 
the inlet region the flow acceleration is associated with the 
changing pressure gradient. However , if we concern ourselves 
with flow after L/h = 15 then we can neglect the differential 
with respect to x of the pressure gradient term. Differentiating 
5 .4 •! with respect to x we then obtain

(5.4.2)
' L

where the left hand term represents the change of acceleration 
or deceleration of the centre line velocity and the right hand 
term represents the change in the gradient of the shear stress at 
the centre. The following table based on experimental measurements 
derived from Pig. (5.7) shows that these terms are of the same 
order of size
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L/H l.h.8. r.h.8.
34 39 ft/seo^/ft 34 ft/sec^/ft
43 56 ” 32
61 25 " 28 "

Table 1 - Size of Terms in Equation 3.4.2^

The development of the gradient of the ehear stress on the 
duct centre line is shown in Fig. (3»7)* Here we see that up to 
L/H » 22 it is zero since the turbulent shear stresses have not 
yet grown out from the wall sufficiently to influence it. From 
L/H = 22 to L/H = 50 it increases up to a value beyond that 
expected of a linear shear stress distribution. At this point 
it then decreased to its predicted value at about L/H = 'JO whence 
it remains substantially the same but oscillates about 5^ either 
side of the mean line.

From information here on the behaviour of the turbulent shear 
stress gradient and using equation 3*4*2. it should be possible 
to deduce the way in which the central region of the flow will 
accelerate or decelerate.

As the gradient increases up to about L/H = 50 so we would 
expect the central velocity to accelerate up to this point and 
then as it decreases from L/H = 50 to L/H = "JO we would expect
this to be accompanied by a deceleration of the central velocity.

If reference is made to Fig. (3*l) , the development of
U/U f for the value y/H = 0.500 then one can see that this is
what does happen. Furthermore if we refer to the development of 
the thickness parameters presented in Figi(3*2) we can see this - 
trend repeated here , more prominent in than in and ^
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since this is more influenced by the centre region's behaviour 
than the other two.

Thus we see now that the mechanism behind the continued 
change of the mean velocity profile once the boundary layers have 
merged is the distribution of the turbulence shear stress , and 
note that it is the gradient and not their absolute values which 
is important. Since the shear stresses in the centre of the flow 
have their origins upstream of their present position , their 
values in the region where the boundary layers merge will not be 
compatible with the state Of development of the mean velocity 
profile , and they will continue to increase. Thus any attempt 
to use local relationships between the mean velocity profile and 
the turbulence shear stresses in a situation of this nature cannot 
be entirely succesful.
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Chapter 4.

Simulated Flow Conditions.

As we have seen in the previous chapter , if the flow is 
allowed to develop unimpededdown a long rectangular duct then 
eventually a stable situation is reached , in which the flow 
parameters remain constant with increasing distance. In this stable 
or equilibrium flow region these parameters can be thought of as 
being mutually compatible. If one of the flow parameters is 
reproduced in its stable form at the duct entry then by observing 
the subsequent behaviour of this and other parameters we will be 
able to build up a knowledge of the way in which such parameters 
are interrelated. This chapter contains a description of the 
effects of simulating mean velocity profiles at the duct entry , 
in which three different types of simulation device were used.

The results of this work are of practical interest to the 
field of industrial aerodynamics concerned with model testing in 
’unnatural' flows i.e. flows which by virtue of their parameter 
distributions , usually the mean velocity profile , cannot be 
produced by the natural growth of boundary layers on flat plates 
and in pipes. A particularly important aspect of this is the 
reproduction of atmospheric boundary layers for the purpose of 
testing architectural , structural and vehicular models. Thus a 

parallel purpose of this chapter will be an explanation of some of 
the methods of 'artificially' producing flows and a discussion 
of some of the consequences of the means of production.
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4.1. Introduction.

It is perhaps not clear at the moment , why we should be 
concerned with the consequences of a method of natural flow 
simulation. The reason for this is that there are a number of 
practical methods which might be utilised to simulate an equilibrium 
type of mean velocity profile , but these methods will not 
necessarily also simulate the compatible equilibrium distributions 
of other flow parameters. Thus on returning to Clauser's Black 
Box analogy , if we keep one input constant and allow the others 
to vary then the outputs of this constant irï>ut property will also 
vary from one case to another.

Practically then , we are concerned with the means of producing 
velocity profiles and the observation of the changes which take 
place both in them and in the turbulence structure of the flow as 
it proceeds downstream.

In his comment on the paper by Baines and Peterson ( 36 ) , 
in which they tested a theoretical analysis of flow through square 
mesh grids and perforated plates , Eisenberg asks how far downstream 
it is necessary to go before the velocity profile becomes 
stabilized . Furthermore , he notes that it is not clear that 
screens used for boundary layer production will yield the same 
characteristics ( i.e. shear stress distribution ) as natural 
boundary layers , nor is it clear that such boundary layers will 
continue to grow in the manner of a boundary layer starting from 
the leading edge of a flat plate.

In this statement we have the problems of the consequences of 
artificial production of mean velocity profiles concisely stated. 
Intuitively,and with no reference to other published work, Eisenberg
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is suggesting that the manner in which a boundary layer is produced 
has an important effect on its subsequent development. As we have 
seen in the previous chapter the development of a flow is influenced 
by a delicate relationship between the distribution of mean velocity 
and turbulent shear stress. Thus to reproduce the equilibrium 
distribution of mean velocity and a random distribution of shear 
stress will produce a flow whose further development will be 
unstable as it proceeds downstream of the simulation mechanism.
This instability will be a function of the difference between the 
equilibrium distribution of shear stress and the random distribution 
produced by the velocity profile simulation mechanism.

Thus the consequences of a method of flow simulation are made 
manifest in the manner in which the flow parameters change down - 
-stream of the simulation mechanism. A practical example of the 
importance of this is the simulation of an atmospheric boundary 
layer in which a long model is to be tested. Here changes in the 
flow parameters will be functions of both the effect of the model 
on the flow and the stabilisation process of the boundary layer; 
difficulty then arises in deciding how much of the total change is 
attributable to each cause.
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4.2. Methods of Velocity Profile Simulation Available.

The literature contains many accounts of methods of velocity 
profile simulation , and although a complete survey is not presented 
here , at least an account of some of the more important methods 
will be given.

This presentation will be split up into the different types of
practical mechanisms , which may be listed as follows

(i) the use of wall roughness
(ii) a grid of rods normal to the flow
(iii) a curved rectangular mesh screen
(iv) a linear rectangular mesh screen angled to the flow
(v) a system of overlapping screens normal to the flow
(vi) shaped honeycombs
(vii) forced mixing devices

Some of their relative advantages and disadvantages will be given
in addition to some of the uses to which they have been put.

4.2.1. The Use of Wall Roughness.
The use of wall roughness for the production of thick boundary 

layers if the oldest of the available techniques and is often used 
because of its practical simplicity. A good account of the 
thickening of boundary layers is given by the work of Nikuradse (57) 
who first introduced the idea with his sand grain experiments.

Perhaps the most frequently encountered problem requiring the 
use of some form of velocity profile simulation is that of
producing a thick boundary layer in a situation where there is
insufficient length available to grow it naturally. For this
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purpose wall roughness is often used , even though it does involve 
a significant , if shorter length. Franck (38) and Torrance (59) 
have both used this method for the simulation of atmospheric 
boundary layers for the purpose of model testing. Klebanoff and 
Diehl (4 0) have studied the effects of the use of particle wall 
roughness and a number of investigators ( Logan and Jones (4 1) , 
Jacobs (5 ) etc.) have used a change in wqll roughness to 
demonstrate the flow history effect as described in Chapter 1.

The major advantage of its use is its practical simplicity and 
its ability to yield acceptable results if the modelling laws of 
Jenson and Franck (4 2) are adhered to. These laws are used to 
describe the required technique for modelling the upstream terrain 
necessary for accurate atmospheric boundary layer simulation. In 
most cases of practical interest the Earth's surface is aero - 
-dynamically rough so that the effect of viscosity can be neglected. \ 
In this case the flow is entirely determined by the geometry of 
the obstacles on the Earth's surface. For the regions which are 
not close to an individual obstacle the flow is statistically 
determined by the distribution of the roughness length , Zo , 
which is a measure of the average height of the roughness elements. 
Provided that the Reynolds Number is not reduced so much that the 
surface is no longer aerodynamically rough the flow in the Earth's 
boundary layer can be simulated in a model provided geometrical 
similarity is preserved and the roughness length , Zo , is reduced 
in proportion to the geometric scale.

The basic disadvantage of this approach to the simulation of 
velocity profiles is that a prohibitive wind tunnel length is 
required for their development. A further drawback is the 
inability of this method to produce a range of profile shapes.
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4.2.2. The Use of a Grid of Rods Normal to the Flow.

The practice of using a grid consisting of varyingly spaced rods 
or cylinders placed normal to the flow is probably the most 
frequently used method of simulating a velocity profile. A number 
of different theories exist to enable the spacing of the rods to be 
calculated to produce a required shape of velocity profile , but 
there is no great difference between them. The exception to this 
is the theory of Brighton (43) , in which a specific distance 
downstream of the grid is required for the profile to develop , 
whereas the other theories assume the profile is generated immed- 
-iately downstream of the grid.
Two generalized theories of flow through non - uniform gauzes are 
presented by Elder (44) and McCarthy (45) » in which the particular 
case of the use of grids of rods is discussed. These are both 
complex mathematical treatments of the subject and the work of 
Elder has been extended by Cockrell and Lee (4 6) to give a more 
accessible account of the practical use of his theory. Owen and 
Zienkiewicz (47) present a theory for the calculation of grids 
which will produce linear shear profiles in which to study the 
effects of uniform vorticity flow on cylinders. This theory has 
subsequently been used by Rose (4 8) in an attempt to produce a flow 
with homogenous turbulence , and by Lives,sy and Turner (49) who 
produce profiles having a high ratio of maximum to mean velocity in 
order to study velocity profile decay. In order to study the flow 
regimes in diffusers Wolf and Johnson (5 0) have produced a theory 
for the calculation of grids to give axisymmetric and asymétrie 
velocity profiles. Cowdrey's (5 1) theory of grid spacing , given 
for the simulation of atmospheric velocity profile models, is
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probably the simplest available treatment both physically and 
mathematically. Two other uses of grids are reported , by O'Neill 
(52) and Brighton (55) who both adopt an empirical , trial and 
error method , of determining the necessary spacing of the rods.

The major advantage of this method is the practical ease with 
which a grid of rods can be set up in a wind tunnel combined with 
the fact that the required profile is thought to be generated 
immediately downstream of the mechanism ( the validity of this and 
other assumptions concerning the use of grids of rods is discussed 
later in this chapter ). Furthermore the method has the ability 
to produce a required velocity profile from an initial non-uniform 
upstream velocity profile. However it is not without disadvantages. 
Immediately behind the grid the velocity profile is not smooth but 
consists of a series of jets and wakes and consequently the 
displacement of a single rod can produce a serious velocity excess 
or defect in the required profile. Although it is generally assumed 
that the velocity profile upstream of a grid situated at the 
working length entry is uniform there is often a thin boundary 
layer at the wall , and this can be shown to give rise to a 
velocity excess downstream of the grid close to the wall. This 
occurs because the fluid upstream has a lower velocity and thus 
suffers a smaller loss in total head than the fluid in the uniform 
region of the velocity profile. Hence the total head downstream of 
the grid increases across the face of the grid , there is a velocity 
increase toward the wall. Examples of this can be seen in the 
experimental results published by Owen and Zienkiewicz (47) aiid 
Cockrell and Lee (4 6).
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4»2-.3» The Use of Curved Rectangular Mesh Screens.

The use of curved rectangular mesh screens for velocity profile 
production is not common and suffers from both practical and 
theoretical disadvantages.

This method has been employed by Lau (54^ in order to study 
temperature stratified atmospheric boundary layers as part of a 
programme concerning air pollution. Lau presents a theoretical 
prediction method for the necessary curvature and produces good 
agreement with experiment. Baines (55) has also used this method 
in a study of the pressure distributions on model buildings in an 
atmospheric flow , but his curvatures were arrived at in an 
empirical manner. As part of his mathematical treatment of flow 
through arbitrarily shaped gauzes Elder (44) also considers the 
case of the curved rectangular mesh screen , and an extension of 
his work here is presented by Turner (56).

The use of this method of velocity profile production entails 
some practical disadvantages concerning the structural support 
required in a wind tunnel. Even if the screen is held by shaped 
clamps at either side of the working section , it is often found 
necessary to insert Shaped stiffening rods at intervals along its 
length , to ensure uniformity of curvature laterally. These 
stiffening rods then produce wakes which at least are a nuisance 
and can coalesce and ruin the entire flow. Furthermore , the 
appearance of wrinkles in the gauze can disrupt the required 
velocity profile by acting in a manner similar to lenses and 
producing flow concentrations.
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4.2.4. The ITse of Linear Rectangular Mesh Screen Angled 
to the flow.

Apart from the theoretical treatment by Elder (44) > only one 
example of this method is known to the author , that being by 
Bonneville and Harper (57). This method has only a limited 
application due to the type and shape of profile which can be 
produced in this manner. The effect of screen non-uniformities 
here has the same disadvantages mentioned in connection with the 
use of curved gauzes.

4.2.5. The Use of a System of Overlapping Screens Normal 
to the Flow.

McCarthy (45) , as part of his treatment of a generalized theory 
of flow through non-uniform gauzes , considered the flow produced 
by a system of overlapping rectangular mesh gauzes having varying 
solidarity ratios. The theoretical analysis required to predict 
the required gauze system for a particular flow is complex but has 
the advantage over other methods in its ability to deal with three- 
dimensional flows. McCarthy used this method satisfactorily to 
simulate the flow pattern produced by a ship's hull in which 
propellers could be tested.

However there are practical disadvantages in this method of 
velocity profile simulation. The availability of mesh sizes 
dictated by the analysis may be difficult to realize and imperfec- 
-tions in the joints between the types of mesh will produce 
disturbing wakes.
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4.2.6. The Use of Shaped Honeycombs.

The use of shaped honeycombs , that is honeycombs having a 
lateral variation of cell length , has been used by Kotansky (58) 
to produce linear shear flow. The use of this material as a 
gauze for profile simulation is advantageous since it eliminates 
most of the structural and support problems encountered in the use 
of the other methods. Because of its cellular structure it is 
useful as a built-in flow straightener and by varying the size 
and shape of the cells it is possible to effect some control over 
the resulting turbulence structure. Its main disadvantage is the 
problem of machining it to produce the required shape , but this 
is probably best overcome by using a metal honeycomb fitted with 
low melting point thermoplastic polymer which can be removed when 
the shaping operation is completed.

4.2.7. The Use of Forced Mixing Devices.

The use of a number of forced mixing devices to alter velocity 
profiles and prevent flow separation is outlined by Schubauer and 
Spandenburg (59). They reach the conclusion that the use of 
forced mixing devices produces similar effects on the flow to the 
reduction of the pressure gradient , and the small differences in 
boundary layer thickness produced by different flow mixing devices 
are subsequently magnified as the flow develops.downstream.

An earlier application of one of the devices discussed by 
Schubauer and Spandenburg , the vortex generator , is made by 
Taylor (60) who used it to prevent separation inside a diffuser.

Further use of the forced mixing device concept is made by 
Armitt (6l) to simulate the turbulence structure of the atmospheric 
flows. Armitt argued that better results could be obtained for
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the flow around structural models if the atmospheric turbulence 
was modelled and the velocity profile grew rapidly as a result of 
the induced mixing than if only the velocity profile was modelled 
with no thought for the turbulence structure. Armitt's work has 
since been improved by Counihan (62) who used slim wedges rather 
than vortex generators.

A disadvantage of the use of forced mixing devices for flow 
simulation lies in the difficulty of producing an adequate 
theoretical analysis for the resulting flow. This problem is 
further considered in the next section. In general however their 
use is on trial and error basis governed primarily by what 
published results exist.
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4 «5* Methods of Flow Simulation Adopted.

In view of the effort required it was decided not to attempt 
to simulate the flow with all of the available methods but to 
concentrate on those most frequently utilised to model atmospheric 
flows. Thus a grid of rods and forced mixing devices were chosen.

In order to progress to the effects and consequences of these 
methods of velocity profile simulation , it would be pertinent at 
this point to desdribe how the velocity profiles are produced.

4.3.1. The Production of Mean Velocity Profiles.

(à) Consideration of the Basic Principles.

In the system shown in Fig. (4 .I) a uniform , incompressible , 
two - dimensional flow enters a duct of width 2h. As a consequence 
of some constraint situated at a point downstream , a velocity 
profile U = XJ(y) is established. The system bounded by ABCD must 
then satisfy the following requirements.
Continuity.

V
4 .3 .1 .’o

Conservation of Momentum.

^ F^ = Total force imposed on the fluid in the x direction
per unit width, 

k
- \j t v

4 .3 .2 .■ - U A l
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Energy.
Along any streamline , application of Bernoulli's Equation 

gives
+ Vz(^'\rR = H

where is the resultant velocity in the direction of the
streamline.

On the grounds of symmetry , AB in Pig. (4»l) is a streamline 
and thus

4 • 5 • 3 •

Equilibrium.
When the mean velocity profile is in equilibrium the total 

force acting on the fluid is zero , i.e.

^ = 0 4 .3 . 4

As an illustration of these principles , consider a boundary
layer growing along DC and let be small. The centreline

V\
velocity is given by

where ^  is the boundary layer displacement thickness.
Since is negligible ( where is small ) by applicationV\

of Equation 4.3*3 along the centreline

= ? -  4 .5 .5 .
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and thus from Equation 4*5-2.
^  Vv __ Cto. Ax

4* 5•6.
= ~ Ç  \J - 0 L * )

where O  is the "boundary layer momentum thickness.
The contribution of the pressure term is to accelerate the flow 

near the centreline where the shear forces are small. However , 
near the wall shear fordes dominate « thus preventing an acceleration 
of the flow. Consequently a velocity profile is formed.

Now consider the problem where x has increased so that
is no longer small. As an example let (̂x:) = h , so that the 
boundary layer just fills the duct. Since AB constitutes a stream - 
line J the rate of change of momentum can no longer be considered to 
be G but Equation 4*5*6* becomes

If the boundary layer can be represented by a power law
l/n

U = (y/h)
Umax

then from equation 4*5*1

Umax = Cn + l) U 
(” ^ )

and hence is given by

^  ^ f TvjAx =  V  _L_ 4*5*7*
 ̂  ̂ Jo ^

To determine the drag imposed by the wall consider Equation 
4*5*5* in the case of the production of a power law profile 
boundary layer.
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Since is given by

the equation reduces to

Inserting this into Equation 4*3*7* gives
X

\ txo.jiv. = )
\ \ a Ca^ M  ]

-p\y. Vvî - ~2,vy ^

= p\5 , V. r 7
V \

4*3.8

We may now consider the means whereby this drag is acheived.
If it is produced by a smooth wall of length x , since the pressure 
gradient in the duct is small and positive , a first approximation 
for X could be obtained by assuming zero pressure gradient and 
n = 7 when ( from Schlioting , p.433 , Eqn. 21.12- (22) )

o  .̂"V3̂ o^ . -xc. 9^ 4.3.9

Equating this to equation 4*3.8. we obtain

\ V_ ( Ü U  Î ) _L 4 .3 .10
02.«̂

If the wall is roughened , Pig. (4*2) , gives an estimate of 
the fractional drag increase likely to result.

If = 2.0 , at a maximum roughness height , the drag in
equation 4*3.9* will be increased threefold and a typical value of
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X to produce a l/7th power law profile at a Reynolds Number of 
h 55*10 will be reduced from the value given by Equation 4*3*10 of 
88.5 to 73*6.

Further reduction in length is possible by still further 
increasing the drag ( for instance introducing a step obstruction 
to the flow ). In all cases the normal turbulent mixing process 
williensure the characteristic power law shape , consisting of a 
near constant velocity profile except in the region close to the 
wall. Since diffusion by turbulent mixing occurs comparitively 
slowly it may be necessary to hasten the mixing process by the 
introduction of vortex generators downstream of the step.

(b) Profile Produced by Constraints.

As we have seen in the previous chapter it takes time for the 
linear shear stress distribution , characteristic of equilibrium 
flows , to establish itself. Hence , unless the devices chosen to 
produce the resistance to the flow are able to create the necessary 
shear stresses then the required linear distribution must develop 
outwards from the wall. Thus devices like the step considered 
above will produce a velocity profile having the correct momentum 
thickness but are unlikely to be in equilibrium. It is for this 
reason that devices such as the vortex generator have been used to 
introduce the flow resistance. Such devices are capable of producing 
a finite , if incorrectly shaped , distribution of shear stress , 
and even this is sufficient to interact with the mean flow , 
decelerating it and causing rapid boundary layer growth.

Thus there are two interrelated features of simulated velocity 
profiles , (i) there must be the means to produce a momentum defect 
(ii) there must also be the means to produce a linear shear stress
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distribution if the profile is to be in equilibrium.
(c) Profile Produced by Grids of Rods.

The characteristic argument in the formulation of a mathematical 
model for the design of these grids is to neglect the production 
of shear stresses and to assume no change will occur in the profile 
once it has been produced. Thus the flow can be regarded as poten- 
-tial both upstream and downstream of the grid.

Over the last 50 years there have been a number of approaches 
to the problem of the design of graded drag producing mechanisms. 
Using Weighardt's (6 5) relationship the non - dimensional pressure 
drop , K , across the grid is related to its geometry and may be 
expressed as

V< = ^ 4 .5 .1 1.

where Ü is the relative velocity through the grid
c is a slowly varying function of Reynolds Number 
8 is the solidarity ratio 
^  is the porosity of the grid

In a grid of cylindrical rods of diamter d and centreline 
spacing Ji , s may be expressed as d/£

In order to design the grid it is necessary to establish an 
expression for K(y) in terms of the known upstream velocity profile. 
Collar (6 4) established a method of analysis based on the Rankine- 
Froude actuator disc theory. Assuming the total head to be 
conserved both upstream and downstream of the grid he used the 
momentum and energy principles to establish an expression for K in 
terms of the upstream and downstream axial velocities. The problem 
of grid design differs from actuator disc theory in that the
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pressure far from the grid is not the same upstream as it is downs- 
-tream and in developing the equations Collar had to consider the 
evaluation of this overall pressure difference. There are 
additional problems associated with satisfying continuity for flow 
constrained by a duct and the method Collar adopted is criticised 
by Taylor and Batchelor (65). They , and others since , introduce 
distrubance velocities ,having some simple structure , into the 
flow. Then using the constancy of total head postulation both 
upstream and downstream of the grid they obtain the realtionship.

= '•*'*" •*—  4 .5 .1 2 .VJ, I A -t tt

where is the velocity increment produced by the disturbance 
velocity at an upstream station and is the corresponding
increment at a downstream station. is the refraction of the
stream at the grid introduced by lateral flow. In this way the 
behaviour of lateral flow is introduced into the analysis.

Using Equation 4*3*12 K is given from the known velocity 
distribution U^ and the required distribution once is
known. An empirical relationship for suggested by Taylor and 
Batchelor is

oi = \ \ 4 .3 .1 3 *

Even so , the form of relationship given by Equation 4*3*12. is 
still not entirely suitable for present purposes since , most 
importantly , it does not permit a lateral velocity variation to be 
represented.

As an attempt to improve this work , Elder (44) produced a 
very general extension of the method proposed by Owen and Zienkiewicz 
(4 7) for the production of linear shear profiles , which permitted
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the consideration of arbitrarily shaped and positioned gauzes.
Elder’s theory is complex and very difficult to follow but since 
it seemed the most appropriate for present purposes it was adopted 
in the early stages of this programme.

McCarthy (45) greatly simplified the presentation of the 
problem. Using the concept of constancy of total head in the axial 
direction , both upstream and downstream of the grid he further 
argues that since vorticity is constant along streamlines to the 
first order of small quantities the lateral total head gradient is 
given by

4.5.14.

where U^ is the local axial velocity and U^^ is the axial velocity 
either a long way upstream or downstream of the grid according to 
which field of flow is under consideration. Applying this 
relationship at the grid , through which U^ is continuous , gives

where subscripts u and d imply upstream and downstream evaluation 
respectively , if K - from equation 4*5*11 - is written as

where U is the local axial velocity, xo
McCarthy shows that Equation 4*5 *15^educes :.toEquation 4*5*12. 
for uniformly gpraded grids , but permits the design of varyingly 
graded grids for flow in a duct.

At this point the mathematics of grid design have become 
increasingly formidable , and are of doubtful merit. Not only is the 
fundamental assumption of unchanging equilibrium shear stresses
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downstream of the grid untrue ( as the following experimental 
measurements indicate ) but as Cowdrey (5l) points out , in order to 
get solutions at all from such sophisticated approaches , linear- 
-izing techniques have to be adopted and these are seldom valid in 
the region of high shear close to the wall.

Thus Cowdrey's approach is based on the idea of using simple 
concepts which model the physics but which may well be only 
approximate representations of the system. His simple concepts 
are: -

(i) since the grid of rods has a major influence , by blockage, 
on the flow ahead of it he assumes its entire influence is on the 
upstream flow and thus all lateral flow takes place before the grid, 
and

(ii) he defines a system pressure drop coefficient as

where l~ ̂  ia the total pressure drop of the system and TF 
(which Cowdrey takes to be independent of y ) is the axial velocity 
far upstream of the grid , see Pig. (4*5)* is first determined
arbitrarily and its successive use is on the basis of experience.
The larger the value chosen the fewer the number of rods which will 
be required in the resulting grid. Thus design of grids having 
different values of may give some measure of control over the
accompanying turbulence structure.
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Now if the local non dimensional pressure drop , K , across 
the grid is defined as

-  T
'/a P TJ ’■

then we can write the overall pressure drop as

I.e.

72. p U
2which is (u*) = 1+ 4*5*16

1 + K

where u* = XT
n

u* is established by the shape of the velocity profile that is 
required , e.g. for a linear shear profile in which

\j. %  - ^ 4 .5.17

then
U?- = ^

Note that u* is not the non - dimensional velocity ratio in the 
required profile , for in the illustration chosen the maximum 
velocity is shown by continuity to be 2X7 and not TJ.

Since K is established in terms of the grid structure by 
Equation 4*5*11 , and u* in terms of the required velocity profile 
by equation 4 *5*17 then equation 4*5*16 can be soivèd to yield 
the required grid design.
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4.5.2. Mechanisms Used for Velocity Profile Production.

Four sets of tests were performed on simulated velocity 
profiles , two produced by means of grids of rods and two by flow 
mixing devices.

(a) The Grid of Rods.
The original intention concerning the use of this method was 

to use the simplification of Elder’s theory put forward by Cockrell 
and Lee (4 6). However the results were shown by Cowdrey (5 1) to 
be inferior to those produced by the use of his method and thus 
all the tests were performed using Cowdrey’s theory.

The arrangement for supporting the grid of rods is shown in 
Pig. (4 .4 ), The wire , stainless steel piano wires of diameter 
0 .0 3 6 inches , were tensioned in a framework of angle iron. The 
wire spacings were set accurately by running the wires over notched 
rollers whose notches , which were machined on a lathe , coincided 
with the centreline spacings of the rods. The whole arrangement 
was mounted on the wind tunnel support framework so that the wires 
traversed the duct at the section between the end of the inlet 
contraction and the start of the working length. The section was 
sealed with expanded polyeurathene foam to prevent leakage.

The two - dimensionality of the flow produced by the grids , 
shown in Pig. (4»5) , is found to be good right behind them and to 
have a decreasing width of two dimensional flow as the sidewall 
boundary layers grow.

The two profiles chosen to be produced by means of the grid 
of rods technique are both power law velocity distributions having 
exponents of 1/7th. and l/l2th. The l/7th power law profile was 
chosen since this was expected to be representative of the
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equilibrium state of the flow at the Reynolds Rumber of the tests. 
Following preliminary tests with this grid it was found that a 
slight acceleration of the flow occured downstream of it and thus 
to observe this process more carefully a profile having a more 
nearly constant velocity central region was produced which would 
show any tendency of acceleration in greater detail. The power 
law exponent chosen for this purpose was l/l2.

(b) The Forced Mixing Devices.
The use of forced mixing devices in these tests is due 

primarily to the arguments advanced by Armitt (6l). He states 
that in the simulation of atmospheric boundary layers the production 
of turbulence of the correct scale outweighs the advantages of 
producing the exact mean velocity profile.

Armitt'8 experimental facilities consisted of a small fence 
followed by a row of triangular vortex generators set at alternate 
angles to the flow. The reason for the alternate angular setting 
was to avoid the introduction of net vorticity in the ( x , z ) plane 
into the flow and to minimize three dimensional effects. He does 
note , however , that a small discrepancy in the angular setting of 
one vortex generator can produce annoying asymmetrical effects.

For this reason flow mixing devices which were symmetrical 
in themselves were chosen for the present work. The devices , chosen 
from an extensive list prepared by Schubauer and Spandenburg (59)» 
were the ramp and triangular plow illustrated in Fig. (4«6)«
The arrangement of these devices is shown in Fig. (4*7) for the 
ramps on the tunnel floor. This pattern is repeated on the roof 
and is the same for the triangular plows.

It is noted that the ramp and the triangular plow are in fact 
geometrically identical but when in use merely point in opposite
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directions into the flow. At the outset of the test programme the 
implications of this arrangement were not formalized but a 
difference in the types of flow they would produce was anticipated 
owing to their different drag characteristics.

From Figs. (4*8 and 4*9) au assessment of the two-dimensionality 
of the flow behind the flow mixing devices can be obtained. 
Immediately behind the devices the flow is three dimensional in 
both cases , though considerably more so in the case of the 
triangular plow than in the ramp. Howeîer both these flow patterns 
lose their three dimensional identity before L/H = 46 and are 
subsequently only affected by the sidewall boundary layer growth.
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4 «4» Simulated Flow Test Results.

The following table presents the bulk parameters corresponding 
to the different types of flow.
Tyne of Flow Bulk Mean Velocity Re . No Friction Velocity

ft./sec.
ft ./sec.

Duct Flow 115 2 . 4 8 X 10^ 4 . 8 6

1/ 7th Grid Profile 110 2 .5 7 X 10^ 4 .6 7

1/I2th Grid Profile 112 2.42i X 10^ 4.87
Triangular Plow 105 2 .4 7 X 10^ 4 . 4 2

Ramp 106 2.28 X 10^ 4 . 4 9

Variations in the bulk mean velocity and the Reynolds Number
are a consequence of the different pressure drops across the 
various simulation mechanisms. The methods of derivation of the 
friction velocity , VJLht̂  , when the flow is in equilibrium , are as 
explained in Chapter 5•

4 .4 . 1  The Mean Velocity Profile and its Parameters.

The velocity profiles behind the simulation mechanisms are 
shown in Fig. (4 .IO) together with the profile for the duct flow at 
L/H = 4 . The profiles of the flow produced by the grid simulation 
mechanisms are smooth and symmetrical with only a slight 
discontinuity at the centre in the case of the l/l2th power law. 
This slight discontinuity at the centre is caused by a misplacement 
of the two rods either side of the centre line necewsary to obtain 
a fit in the total spacing distances across a fixed width duct.
The flow behind the forced mixing devices is unusual and not
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obviously predictable from a knowledge of the respective geometries. 
It would appear that the ramp causes severe separation at its base 
immediately behind it. This greatly increases the momentum of the 
flow in the duct's central region , producing a jet type of flow.
The triangular plow,however , appears to have the effect of directing 
the flow down onto the walls , causing a velocity defect in the 
central region and producing a wake type of flow. Even from this 
simple analysis it can be seen that the different drag characteris- 
-tios of the devices are accompanied by profiles of different shape 
and thus different thickness parameters. Intuitively one might 
expect , from looking at these profiles , that the triangular plow 
flow will tend to become uniform aa the flow near the wall is 
retarded and that the accentuated peak of the ramp flow would tend 
to flatten out under the action of viscous and turbulent mixing.

Fig. (4 *11) presents the development of the physical 
thicknesses of the velocity profiles down the duct. Here , also , 
the data for the duct flow is presented for comparitive purposes.
A striking similarity is identifiable between the pattern of 
development of the triangular plow flow and the duct flow , although 
the triangular plow flow curve is displaced downstream. The 
reason for this is that the velocity defect produced by the 
triangular plow in the central region disappears and the profile 
becomes uniform , its subsequent development then being similar to 
that of the duct flow i.e. by growth of the wall boundary layers.
The two grid - produced flows also show similar patterns to one 
another. An initial decrease of physical thickness ( based on 
y = S95 when Ü = 959̂  Umax.) from L/H = 1 to L/H = 4 is followed 
by a slight increase up to L/H = 25 , this being accentuated in the 
case of the l/l2th power law profile since it was smaller initially.
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This is then followed by a comparatively large decrease in 
thickness , indicating a deceleration of the central region of the 
flow , up to L/H = 70 whence it remains substantially constant. 
However it is possible to see some justification for the claims made 
by other investigators for the constancy of shape of I/7 th power 
law profiles in the region up to L/H = 22; particularly if the 
first experimental point is ignored. The flow behind the ramp 
presents the quickest path to a constant equilibrium flow value 
of the physical thickness. After the initial , not unexpected , 
deceleration the central region of the flow accelerates , and 
levels off at L/H = 40 to within 5/̂  of the constant equilibrium value 
compared with development length of 1/H = JO for the other types 
of flow.

Figures (4*12) and (4 «13) show the development of the 
displacement and momentum thicknesses of the velocity profiles.
These show similar trends to those described above for the 
development of the physical thickness and again one notices the 
quick path to an equilibrium value taken by the ramp flow and the 
initial near - constancy of the flows produced by the grids.

The development of the shape factor H of the velocity 
profiles is shown in Pig. (4.14). The dominant feature of this 
figure is the way in which the experimental results all fall on 
a single line after L/H = 50* This fact alone would tend to 
indicate the insensitivity of H as a descriptive parameter. Fig. 
(4 *15) shows the results of an attempt to fit a power law profile 
to the velocity profiles produced by the various flows. This is 
more inaccurate in the case of the flows produced by the forced 
mixing devices than in the case of the other flows but nevertheless 
it does serve as a guide. The final equilibrium value of power
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law exponent n is lÔ é higher than that given for flow in pipes at 
the same Reynolds Number by Hinze (1 4) > the value given here 
being 8.8 . This may be explained by an allowance for the side - 
wall boundary layer growth ( not present in pipe flow ) causing 
the Reynolds Number , based on bulk mean velocity , to be 
artificially high at the end of the duct. Also it is worth noting 
that although the grids were designed to produce power law profiles 
having exponents of l/7th and l/l2th the exponents are actually 
both slightly higher , being I/ 6  and I/IO.5  respectively.

4 .4 .2 . The Turbulent Shear Stresses.

The distribution of the turbulent shear stresses for the flow 
behind the l/7th and l/l2th power law grids is shown in Figs. (4*16) 
and(4«17) for various values of L/H. The values of L/H have been 
chosen separately for each flow situation in order to illustrate 
the stages of development of the flow. From these figures the 
similarity between the turbulent structures produced by the grid 
and the naturally developing duct flow is striking. It would seem 
that the grid of rods produces very little shear stress right 
behind it and that the subsequent development of the shear stresses 
is mainly due to their propogation outwards from the wall. However 
the existence of a mean velocity profile in turbulent flow will 
have the effect of producing turbulent shear stresses in the 
central region of the flow. It is worth noting that the l/7th 
power law profile , having higher mean velocity gradients in the 
central flow region than the l/l2th power law profile , produces 
a near linear distribution first at L/H = 25 whereas the l/l2th 
power law profile flow does not produce a near linear distribution 
until L/H = 57 » a difference of Q̂ffo. Although this should not be
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taken to imply that the equilibrium flow regions for those flows 
start at L/H = 25 and L/E = 37 » respectively , it does indicate 
a generally quicker path to equilibrium in the cases where the 
vorticity accompanying the existence of a mean velocity profile is 
available to reiforce the propogation of turbulent shear stresses 
outwards from the walls.

Fig. (4-18) shows the distribution of turbulent hhear stresses 
at various values of L/H for the triangular plow mixing device.
Here the distribution is in the form of a reversed 's' shape in 
which the flow is credited with positive values of the shear stress 
correlation in each half of the duct. Referring back to the mean 
velocity profile for the triangular plow as shown in Fig. (4 *10) 
an explanation of this unusual shear stress distribution is possible. 
The velocity profile is the wake type profile having a central 
velocity defect from y/H = 0.125 to y/H = 0.85 • In this central 
defect region the slope of the mean velocity profile is of the 
opposite sign to that of a normal velocity profile ( say 1 / 7 th power 
law) going first from negative , to zero at y/H = O .4  y then to 
positive. Thus in terms of Prandtl's (see fig. (4*19) ) explanation 
of the normal negative correlation of the fluctuating velocity 
components u and v for a boundary layer velocity profile we would 
expedt a positive correlation in this defect region. This is indeed 
the case and from Fig. (4*18) we see a positive correlation from 
y/H = 0 .1 5  to y/H = 0.8 with a zero value at y/H = 0.45 * The 
reason that the region of positive correlation is slightly narrower 
than would be expected is due to the effect of the propogation of 
the normal negative correlation outwards from the wall. The 
subsequent development of this distribution will continue to show 
positive regions of shear stress correlation whilst the velocity
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defect persists. After this we know that the mean velocity profile 
develops as a duct flow and thus the shear stress development will 
he one influenced hy a diffusion of the turbulent mixing process 
outwards from the walls. Note here that the near linear distribution 
is not initially acheived until L/H » 40»

The development of the shear stress distribution for the ramp 
is shown in Fig. (4*20). Note here that the base scale has been 
diminished in order to accomodate the very large initial values of 
shear stress , approximately five times the wall shear stress.
The shapes of these distributions are characteristic of flow in an 
adverse pressure gradient , which one might expect from the geometry 
of the wedge and the separation taking place on the walls immediately 
downstream of it. The size of the shear stresses are attributed to 
the large amount of mixing produced by the device. Note here that 
the initial near - linear distribution occurs at L/H = 15 which is 
twice as quick as the l/7th power law grid and approximately one 
third of that required for the l/l2th power law and the triangular 
plow.

The developments of the shear stress distributions for various 
values of y/H are shown in Figs. (4 .21 , 4*22 , 4-25 , 4*24 ) for 
each of the flow situations. These show the various lengths required 
for constancy of the shear stress values to be attained. The shear 
distribution.of the ramp flow has attained its equilibrium value by 
L/H = 40 t compared with L/H = 60 for the l/yth and l/l2th power 
law flows and L/H = 70 for the triangular plow flow. One point 
readily noticeable from this set of figures is the comparative 
instability of the values near the wall compared with those in the 
centre. This is attributed to slight changes in wall roughness and 
small steps at the duct section joints and measuring stations.
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Fig. (4 «25) shows the development of the slope of the shear 
stress gradient at the centreline. We saw in Chapter 3 that this 
parameter provides a more accurate means of assessing the lack of 
equilibrium in a flow caused by the acceleration and deceleration 
of its central region. This again shows the ramp flow to be the 
first to acheive equilibrium , at L/H *45» The l/l2th power law 
and the triangular plow flows follow at L/H = 65 and the 1/7th
power law at L/H = 75 • From Chapter 3 the equivalent figure for

A.the duct flow is L/H = 7 0.
These figures for the length required for equilibrium flow 

compare with the figures for the same length deduced from Fig.
(4»ll) for the development of the physical thickness of the velocity 
profile , thus ;

ramp L/H = 40

1 / 1 2th power law L/H = 60
triangular plow L/H =» 'JO
1 /7 th power law L/H = 6O

For the duct flow the physical thickness development indicates that 
equilibrium is reached by L/H = 100 and the value calculable from 
Equation 4-5-10 for the growth to a l/7 th power law shape is
l/h =* 44 • 2 .

For the first three cases the comparisons between predictions 
by stress gradient and physical thickness are within 10^ but for 
the 1 / 7 th power law profile the comparison is worse. The most 
probable reason for this is an overestimate of the distance 
predicted from the development of the gradient of shear stress- 
Here and in all these measurements the inaccuracies introduced by 
the hot wire anemometer technique ought not to be over looked and
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and this is probably the underlying cause of the present discrepancy.

4 .4 .3 . The Turbulent Intensities.

The distribution of turbulence intensities i.e. 'fo andXJ
°fo is presented in Fig. (4*2'6) for the various flows at the 

position immediately behind the mechanisms. The distribution for 
the duct flow is included for comparison and the distribution for 
the 1/7 th power law grid is omitted since it is almost identical to 
to the l/l2th power law grid , which is shown. The distributions 
for the duct and grid flows show a near isotropycof the flow and 
indeed turbulent fluctuations are seen to exist all the way across 
the duct. The distributions of turbulence intensity in the 
triangular plow and ramp flows shows the very much larger amounts of 
turbulence produced by flow mixing devices. It is perhaps worth 
noting that the staionary points in the ramp intensity distribution 
corresponds to those in the ramp velocity distribution and likewise 
a similar comparison is applicable to the respectivemaxima and minima 
of the triangular plow distributions.

Presented in Pig. (4 .2?) is the development of the centreline 
value of the longitudinal intensity of turbulence. In the case of 
all of the simulated flows it is possible to trace the initial decay 
of the turbulence produced immediately behind the mechanisms followed 
by the effect of the diffusion of turbulence outwards from the walls, 
which increases the intensities up to their equilibrium values.
Here again it is noticeable how quickly the ramp flow proceeds to its 
equilibrium value (L/H = 25) compared with the triangular plow 
(l/H = 5 5) > the 1/ 12th power law grid(L/H = 45) the l/7th power law 
grid (L/H = 4 5) and the duct flow(L/H = 6 0).

The initial decay of the turbulence produced by the grids is
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plotted in Eig. (4*28) and compared with the relationship given by 
Baines and Peterson (3 6) for the turbulent decay behind grids formed 
by rows of cylinders. Here the comparison is seen to be good for 
the longitudinal and lateral intensities for both grids up to the 
point where the diffusion outwards from the wall begins to affect 
the flow on the centreline*

4 .4 .4 . The Spectrum of Turbulence.

Limited spectral density measurements were made , Fig. (4*29), 
so that flow characteristics obtained with the simulation devices 
could be compared with Davenport's (6 6) atmospheric boundary layer 
spectrum. The triangular plow was not tested since the previous 
tests had already shown that the ramp was potentially more useful 
for boundary layer simulation. The measurements of the spectrum 
were made at L/H = 16 and y/H = 0.100 for the flows behind the ramp
and the l/l2th power law grid and for the duct flow. They are
compared with Davenport's spectrum of atmospheric boundary layer 
turbulence. Although all three flows contain higher frequency 
components than Davenport has measured in the atmosphere , it is 
noticeable that the ramp flow is the bette# of the simulations , thus
confirming Armitt’s (6 1) arguments for the use of flow mixing
devices. Furthermore , whereas the grid and mixing device flows 
seem to peak sharply , thus indicating a dominant eddy size , the 
duct flow has a flat maximum , indicating that eddies of a range of 
sizes are present in similar strength.
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4.5. Discussion and Conclusion.

There are a large numbdr of possible methods which may be 
utilized for the production of a velocity profile. Some are better 
than others but all of them have their drawbacks regarding the flows 
they produce and the practical difficulties involved in their use.
The use of wall roughness often requires a prohibitive length of 
wind tunnel. The effect of gauzes of rectangular mesh , whether 
they are curved or linear can only be predicted by complex 
mathematics and their practical difficulties are many. Honeycomb 
simulators are easy to use but little data is available on their 
accompanying turbulence production. The use of flow mixing devices 
is very much on a trial and error basis and the momentum balance 
theories used to relate their resistance to the resultant flow is of 
doubtful merit without reference to the resulting turbulence. The 
use of grids of rods is the most practical method and is frequently 
used. The early theories used to enable the grids to be designed 
in terms of the required flow are shown to contain questionable 
assumptions and the use of a simple theory which attempts to model 
the physics is recommended.

From the results presented in the foregoing section it would 
seem possible to arrive at differing conclusions regarding the 
stability of the flow depending on the particular parameter chosen as 
the basis for such a criterion. The best judge of the state of 
development of a flow would appear to be the centreline shear 
stress gradient.

The production of a stable flow is seen to depend very much 
more on the mechanisiJs ability to produce turbulent shear stresses 
than to produce the right velocity profile. The more linear the
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distribution of shear stress produced then the sooner the flow will 
tend to stability and for this reason the ramp flow mixing device is 
the best of those tested.

Grids produce a stable velocity profile for a short distance 
downstream of the mechanisms , but as the turbulence diffuses out- 
-wards from the wall they suffer changes. The grids produce very 
little turbulence and the current practise of their use in 
atmospheric model testing is regarded with suspicion. In the region 
close to the wall i.e. 0 ^  y/H ^  0.2 the gradient of shear stress 
can be up to three times that for a stable flow in the same region.

It has been found that the design value of the power law 
exponent for grid produced profiles is not fulfilled. Allowance 
for this shortcoming should be made by designing th grid to produce 
an exponent in which n is of the order of l.'yfo higher than that 
required.
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Chapter 5»

The Application of an Integral Method of 
Boundary Layer Calculation to Duct Flow.

The prime objective of any method of boundary layer prediction 
is to derive the values of certain mean properties of the flow as
it develops. With some of the more recent methods of boundary
layer prediction it may also be possible to obtain some information 
about the turbulence structure. The difficulty and importance 
of adequately predicting the behaviour of turbulent boundary layers 
in adverse pressure gradients perhaps explains the predominance of 
this type of flow in the literature available concerning prediction 
methods and experimental comparisons. Nevertheless , the ability to 
predict flow development in internal situations is also important 
particularly in systems having varying cross sections and deviations
of centreline. It is for this reason that an attempt is presented
to apply an integral method of flow prediction to internal duct 
flows. In the present example a two - dimensional prediction method 
is given for flow between parallel plates but it is simply 
extendable to the case of straight walled two - dimensional diffusers, 
and to axisymmetric flow.
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5.1. Calculation Methods.

No attempt will he made here to give a survey of all the 
calculation methods available in the literature since this is 
adequately done elsewhere.

In his critical review of turbulent boundary layer prediction 
methods Thompson (6 7) notes that they give rise to very different 

solutions and none of them , with the exception of Head (68) , 
provides a satisfactory agreement with more than half of the 
available experimental data at present used as a basis for 
comparison. Reynolds (6 9 ) in his introduction to the I968 Stanford 
Conference on Boundary Layer Prediction also notes that the physical 
content of the available methods varies greatly and that the choice 
of physical input can often be a clue to the success of a method. 
Methods using the relevant physics should be relatively insensitive 
to the details of assumptions , whilst methods which use correct 
but physically irrelevant equations are likely to be more sensitive 
to particular assumptions.

The method of using integral equations was originally employed 
for the systematic reduction of the partial differential equations, 
which are derived from the Navier Stokes equations , to a few 
coupled ordinary differential equations so as to speed the numerical 
solution by hand calculations. Nowadays with high speed computers 
the main advantage of integral methods lies in the implicit and 
global manner in which the effects of turbulence can be incorporated

As detailed in Hinze (I4) Ch.7 , we can write down the 
differential equations of motion as derived from the Navier Stokes 
Equations by decomposition of the velocity terms into a mean and a 
fluctuating part , by time averaging and by making the usual
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order - of-magnitude boundary layer approximation as follows: 
For the x direction momentum

^ ^  ^  ̂
3^ r O x  ^

For the y direction momentum

9 ^  . r o\ 5.1.2.

Continuity

s u  ^ a~vr _  5.1.5.—  ^ —  = o  Ox ^

By combining the first and second equations to get the momentum 
equation and using the continuity equation we are left with two 
equations and three unknowns , U , V and the shear stress , even 
assuming that we know the free stream or centreline velocity 
distribution to give the pressure term and that we neglect the 
normal stress terms. It is at this point , the choice of a third 
equation that variations in integral prediction methods arise.
This third equation must be derived either empirically or from the 
partial differential form of the momentum equation. In this second 
category three possible methods of deriving a third equation are:-

(i) by multiplying the momentum equation by y^ and integrating 
across the boundary layer. For various integer value combinations 
of n and m it is possible to derive equations considered to have 
some physical significance,

e.g. n = 0 , m = 0 yields the momentum integral equation.
n = 1 , m = 0 yields the energy integral equation.
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n = 0 , m = 1 yields the moment of momentum integral equation

(ii) by dividing the boundary layer into strips and integrating 
the momentum equation or some other equation formed from it , across 
them.

(iii) by satisfying the momentum equation in its differential 
form at certain points within the boundary layer.

All of these methods require some knowlege of the distribution 
of the turbulent shear stress within the boundary layer. Various 
approximations ranging from simple eddy viscosity ideas to attempts 
to solve the turbulence energy equation have been made to describe 
the shear stresses but , as we have seen in the proceeding chapters, 
if local relationshps are used ,than neglect of the effects of flow 
history will prevent more elaborate integration approaches being 
used to their proper advantage. This fact probably accounts for the 
attraction of many prediction methods to comparisons with similar 
or self - preserving flows which have a well defined history in 
terms of local parameters.

The concept of self - preserving flows or equilibrium * flows 
was put forward by Clauser {4? 70) who expressed the factors 
affecting the history of the flow in the following term:

I'm

and stated that when this term has any constant value the velocity 
defect relationship _

will remain fixed independently of the skin friction coefficient 
thus giving the flow a constant history.

* This definition of equilibrium is not to be confused with
equilibrium pipe flow defined in Chapter 3 although a similarity 
exists.
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In the prediction method outlined here the way in which the 
third equation is obtained is by (ii) above , the strip integral 
method. The description of the shear stress distribution is 
provided by the experimental data obtained in the tests described 
in Chapter 5•
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5.2. Present tJse of the Strip Method of Boimdary Layer 
Prediction.

As stated in the Introduction , the integral method of boundary 
layer calculation to be used was one into which the experimental 
data of the turbulent shear stress distribution could be fed in 
order to satisfy the requirement of accounting for flow history.

The method adopted was one initially proposed by Moses (?l) 
in which the third equation needed for a solution was the momentum 
equation integrated across a strip of the boundary layer. This 
was chosen because of its simplicity when compared with the two 
other most likely choices , the energy integral equation and the 
moment of momehturn equation. These both entail the evaluation of 
a shear stress integral term whereas the strip method merely 
requires the value of the shear stress at the strip boundary , 
furthermore it is possible to eliminate the wall shear stress term 
by subtraction of the strip momentum equation from the momentum 
equation.

The input data used was derived from the experimental tests 
described in Chapter 5 and the predictions are compared with the 
experimentally derived values of the mean flow parameters.

5.2.1. Derivation of the Momentum Equations.

The basic equations , detailed in section 5»1« » are as 
follows:
For the x direction momentum ,
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For the y direction momentum

From continuity

3 3 J  ^  ^  Q  5.1.5.
o  ̂

Integrating equation 5*1.2. with respect to y gives

"V Oo^^\-oo»>x.

which evaluated on the centreline of the duct , is

Thus ^ Co*.i,V..v>.\L

—  ~  -V ^ VÏ’--

Differentiating this with respect to x gives

Bernoulli's Equation on the duct centreline is 

' l ^ ç O c ^ "  -V -V Zh&Yc-

5.2.1.

5.2.2.

Now in order to use this and equation 5*2.1. to evaluate the pressure 
term in equation 5*1.1. the pressure drop term must be
determined.
Equation 5*1.1. can be rewritten as

—  = -i- ̂  ̂  ^  ^ATt EjV _ SX5 \ÔX 8^ e 8^ ^ Ô- )
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which is

-I. ajp. = L  5 L  -  Z U iC ")^ A T r  5-2.5

where  ̂ ^
\ j  = \ j " - v V

If the last two terms in equation 5*2.5. are assumed to he 
neglectahle on the duct centreline we can write it as

j _  4_ ^ v « .  ^  i _ u t \  5 . 2 . 4 .

If we differentiate Bernoulli's Equation 5*2.2. and substitue in 
equation 5*2.4* we get

_ A_U.L\
e  .iv -Si: Ç

which , on substitution in equation 5*2.1. , gives

This we can now substitute back into equation 5*1*1* to give the 
momentum equation for two-dimensional duct flow.

- i - f à k N  ^>uATi ) 5 .2 .6 .
0 ^  A x

—  ^  Cok> -V v>«> —O X  '

By combining equations 5*1*5* and 5*2.6. , the continuity and 
momentum equations , and integrating the resultant from y = 0 to

y = y1 we get
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r i! IS ■‘3 -05c si 5.2.7

This is then the momentum integral equation when ^  ,
where S  is the height of the boundary layer or in this case 
half the duct height.

The third equation is obtained by putting '2- • As
Moses (7 1) remarks in his introduction of the strip method , the 
third equation could equally well be obtained by putting y^ = 0 . 4  ^  
or 0.6 G  . He tried different values of y^ with no difference in 
the final predicted results. If the third equation is obtained by
integrating from /̂**̂ to ^  , i.e. across the outer half of the
boundary layer then there is no wall shear stress term and hence
it is not possible to dispose of "Cw by subtraction of one
integral equation from the other.

5 .2 .2 . The Mean Velocity Profile.

A one-parameter power law velocity profile was used in 
conjunction with the two momentum integral equations to effect a 
solution. The adoption of power law velocity profiles has been 
criticised for its use in flows with adverse pressure gradients, 
but it is considered acceptable in this case , since its original 
postulation was based on experimental observations of pipe flows.
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The power law velocity profile may be written

5.2.8

It then fo&lows that the mean flow quantities to be predicted are 
determinable in terms of the parameter n , thus , 
the displacement thickness

«a \ -V 1
the momentum thickness

the shape factor

5.2.9

u  = ^9- '2̂ ’X w

5.2.3. Derivation of the Differential Equations for 
Computation.

We can derive the momentum integral equation and the Strip 
momentum integral equation 5.2.7» by putting y^ equal to ^  and 

% “2. respectively.

Jo ^ <ik>- VO ^  Jl3<- 5.2.10

and

X 5  A h  -V
5.2.11
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Here the normal stress terms have been neglected , since they have 
been shown (see Goldberg (72) , Hinze (1 4) » Rotta (2 ) ) only to 
have an appreciable effect near to separation.

By subtracting equation 5*2.11. from equation 5*2.10 and using 
the power law velocity profile equation 5*2.8. it is possible to 
derive the differential equation required for computation as 
follows:

U o  Aic

where

Thus we have a differential equation for the velocity profile 
parameter n in terms of x. . In order to solve it , the shear stress 
terms and the centreline velocity term will be evaluated from 
experimental data.

If we chose to ignore the effects of flow history and tried to 
determine an expression for the shear stress at *̂2- from a polynomial 
representation of the shear stress distribution (in the manner 
originally proposed by Fediaevsky (73) ) then it would still be 
necessary to provide expressions for the slope of the shear stress 
at the centreline and the wall shear stress , which again would 
have to be derived from experimental data. This is also a 
consequence of using an eddy viscosity or mixing length formula for 
the determination of .
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Since ^  has been taken as being constant in the derivation of 
equation 5*2.12 it then follows that this method of prediction is 
limited to application after the boundary layers have merged. In 
order to predict the entire flow development it would be necessary 
to derive a pair of simultaneous differential equations in n and ^

asand then to make some stipulation concerning in the region
before the boundary layers merge. The extension of this method to 
straight walled two-dimensional diffusers which follow a duct in 
which the boundary layers have merged does not necessitate the 
derivation of a further differential equation , but that a linear 
relationship between ^ and x be used instead of a constant value 
of S
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5.5. Data Input.

5.5.1. Error Analysis.

The differential equation to be computed , equation 5*2.12 , 
can be written as follows.

dn = CA — CB.A^ _  ̂ ___________1 5*5*1dx

where

and I 5•5•2.
CB » 1 ^^c

U dxc

where the contribution to the shear stresses from viscosity has 
been neglected in CA.

For the purpose of compiling the input data the values of CA 
and CB were calculated from the experimental data at every 
measurement point down the length of the duct. Now since CA is 
zero in a flow in which the shear stress distribution is linear 
across the duct and the errors in the measurement of the two terms 
in CA are not negligible then any small departure from linearity in 
the stress distribution might be masked by errors. Because of 
this , an analysis of the errors in CA was conducted to determine 
what degree of uncertainty was tolerable in CA.

If we write CA as
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then the error in CA can be written

r A --      -t.- __- H )

If the average error in the measurement of - uv is assumed to be
2 ^ 0 and in ( duv ) to be 59̂  and the error in the measurement of 

( dy )c
is neglected by virtue of its comparitive size , then the error 

in CA becomes a function of the relative sizes of the two shear 
stress terms.

I f  = s r

then = 0-02.S

thus when r = 1 , i.e. the condition for a linear shear stress 
profile , then becomes infinite and CA is zero. It can be
shown that for any value of r in the range

0.85 < r < 1.2-5 
there will be an uncertainty in the evaluation of CA of greater 
than 10^.

Using this analysis the graphs of CA against x derived directly 
from the experimental data were smoothed in such a manner that the 
line then lay within the limits of the uncertainty in CA. This 
procedure gave a smoother set of input data for CA.

In the case of the CB term the error in CB can be expressed as

Jot

Now since the evaluation of dU^ is based on two measurements of
dx

U it has twice the error of the latter. Thus the error in CB is c
the same as the error in , and the experimental data was smoothed 
accordingly.
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5.3.2. Curve Fitting.

Since the values of the functions CA and CB must be capable of 
being evaluated at any point in the x direction , in order to get a 
solution using the computer progrsuame chosen , it was necessary to 
express the data in the form of an equation in x and not in its 
present graphical or tabular form. A Lagrangian curve fitting 
method was adopted for this purpose , and is illustrated as follows, 
If the data exists in the tabular form

X Xo =1 *2 — — — Xr ———
CA CAo GA2 -— ---

then to express it in the form
/ \ 2 rCA(x) = a + a.x + a_x --- a xo 1 2: r

we can put
CA (x) = L • CA + L-, • CA_ + • CA^ ——-' o o 1 1 2

where

«1^-

n

= (x - x^)(x - x^)(x - Xg) --- (X - X . ;ix r-

L • G A  Il • C Ar r n n

=r+l)---

- =o)(=r - =%):--------------------" =rfl)   (

This method , adopted for all the input data , was used with a 
value of n = 6 and with a constant interval in x equal to unity.

The accuracy of this technique was tested by comparing the 
curve derived from the tabulated data with the original curve from 
the experimental data. No errors exceeding 5^ were found.
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3.4* The Computer Programme.

The basis of the method adopted for solving the differential 
equation is that due to Adams-Bashforth , further details of which 
are in Interpolation and Allied Tables (74)* This is a numerical 
method of solution by means of a step by step procedure using a 
pair of equations for predicting and correcting the value of the 
dependent variable at a point. The way in which the Adams-Bashforth 
method has been used is due to Hirst and Reynolds (75)*

The programme consists of a driver (MAIN) and three subroutines 
(ADAMS , PRPLE , and DERIV ). The input data is read in MAIN which 
then prints out the headings on the first page of the output. MAIN 
then calls ADAMS to solve the differential equation and after the 
calculations have been completed control is returned to MAIN and 
then terminated. Although ADAMS uses a four point predictor - 
corrector pair only one initial point is fed in as data. A simple 
predictor formula is used to determine a second point and these 
two are then used by a two point predictor corrector pair to 
determine the next two points. After this , four points are avail- 
-able and the Adams-Bashforth scheme is then used.

Besides performing numerical integrations ADAMS is also 
responsible for keeping errors within certain bounds. The programme 
is set up so that the accumulated relative error for the entire 
boundary layer is less than the value of a preset size. If the 
error becomes too large ADAMS automatically reduces the step size 
until the equations can be solved to the desired accuracy. If the 
step size must be reduced too often or if too many points are 
required between printing points then the calculation is terminated 
and an error message is printed out.

To perform the integrations ADAMS calls DERIV twice ( for the 
predictor and the corrector ) for each step forward. DERIV
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determines the derivative at any point , given the local values of 
the dependent variables. When ADAMS has sucessfully integrated up 
to a printing point , PRFLE computes the various integral parameters 
from the dependent variable and prints them out.
The computer programme is listed in Appendix 3*
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5.b. Results and Discussion.

The results of the prediction method are shown in Figure (5»l) 
in which they are compared with the duct flow experimental data.
The method of measuring the mean flow velocities by pitot tube and 
inclined spirit manometer entails a possible error of the order of 
V/o , and in the calculation of the velocity profile momentum 
thickness these errors produce a possible error of approximately 
y/o \.n ^  . Only 9 has been shown since and H would merely
duplicate the same information.

In addition to using the calculation method detailed in 
Section 5*2. in which the shear stress terms in the differential 
equation^•2.12. were evaluated from the experimental data , the 
calculation method was also undertaKen assuming the existence of a 
linear shear stress distribution as one might expect in eqilibrium

A
flow. This implies that the CA term in equation 5 •3.1* is zero and 
that the power law exponent , and thus the shape , of the velocity 
profile is influenced only by a function of the local centreline 
velocity , the CB term in equation 5*3»1«

Comparing these two predictions in Figure 1 it can be seen 
that the effect of the CA term does not become negligible until 
L/H = 90 and that up to this point the deviation from linearity 
of the shear stress distribution , which is influenced by flow 
history , plays an important part in the normal prediction procedure 

Comparing the normal prediction procedure and the experimental 
results we see that as the flow develops the predicted and 
experimental values of ^  diverge until in the equilibrium region 
of the flow the predicted value is 20^ higher than the experimental 
value. The three most common explanations for this disagreement 
between experiment and two dimensional theory are:-

K
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(i) Inaccuracy of the description of the shear stress 
distribution.

(ii) Neglection of the normal stress terms.
(iii) Presence of three dimensional effects in the experimental 

boundary layers.
The first reason given cannot be entirely discounted since 

although the description of the shear stress distribution is 
provided by the experimental data and will thus contain the effects 
of flow history , the curve fitting technique is only an 
approximation. This curve fitting procedure would be better if 
more of the available tabulated data were used in the derivation 
of the polynomial in x_used to describe the CA term in equation
5 .3 .1 . Furthermore the shear stress measurements were made using 
inclined hot wire anemometers and thus are subject to the measure- 
-ment errors discussed in Chapter 2.

Concerning the second reason , it was considered justifiable 
to neglect the normal stress terms in the mild favourable pressure 
gradient flow characteristic of the present work.

It is the third reason that is probably the major cause of the 
discrepancy. As the flow develops , the sidewall boundary layers 
grow and thus accelerate the central flow to a higher equilibrium 
flow Reynolds Number than would be the case for an infinite aspect 
ratio duct. The effect of this higher than two dimensional 
Reynolds Number is to increase the power law exponent n and thus 
decrease the momentum thickness.
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CONCLUSIONS.

1. An assessment of the possible errors involved in the 
measurement of turbulence by hot-wire anemometers is presented.
It is shown that the major errors arise from the presence of high 
intensities of turbulence and from the assumption of the cosine 
law of directional sensitivity when using inclined wires. The 
former may give rise to errors of up to +5^ in the flow regions 
near the walls and behind the flow mixing , and the latter to 
errors of up to - 10^ .

2. An explanation of the 'overshoot' phenomenon observed in the 
development of velocity profile thickness parameters in duct flow 
is presented. This explanation is in terms of a momentum balance 
in which the acceleration and deceleration of the côntral region of 
the flow is shown to be governed by the turbulent shear stress 
gradient. Since the shear stresses in the central region of the 
flow have their origins at points on the wall upstream of their 
present position , the 'overshoot' is shown to be a function of 
the history of the flow.

5. Although the boundary layers growing on opposite walls of the 
duct merge in the region 51 ^ L/H ^ 57 the flow is not stable 
(i.e. unchanging with increasing distance) until a value of L/H «90 
is reached.

4» A discussion on the use of various methods of simulating 
velocity profiles is presented. For simplicity of analysis and 
ease of structural support the use of a grid of rods or a row of
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flow mixing devices is suggested. Some possible consequences of 
the use of these mechanisms is outlined.

5 . An examination of the basic principles whereby velocity 
profiles are produced , and the effect that constraints placed in 
the flow have on the length required for their production is 
presented. This is shown to produce a realistic estimate of the 
length required fo>r the production of a I/7 th Power Law profile 
for flow over smooth walls , this estimate being L/H = 44*2" .

6. The ability of a simulator mechanism to produce a stable 
velocity profile is shown to depend on the size and shape of the 
turbulent shear stress distribution produced immediately downstream. 
The larger amd more nearly linear the stress distribution , the 
sooner will the flow become stable. Thus the flow pattern produced 
by the ramp flow mixing devicè becomes stable more quickly than 
those produced by the grid of rods.

7 . The design values of the velocity profile parameters for grid 
produced flows are found not to be complied with in practice. 
Allowance for this can be made by increasing the required power 
law exponent by 15^ .

8. By application of an integral method of boundary layer 
calculation to duct flows the effect'of flow history is demonstrated. 
The solution obtained using experimental values of the turbulent 
shear stresses may be compared with that obtained assuming the 
stress distribution to be linear. This shows the effect of flow 
history to be appreciable up to L/H = 90 > a figure which is
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compatible with those obtained from observation of the mean 
velocity profile development.

9 . Based on experimental observations an equation is suggested 
for the development of the mixing length distribution in duct flows. 
The relationship is

= K, 3
where the first term is effective in the range 0 ^  y ^  y^ and the 
second in the range y^ ^  y ^ E/2 . The development of the 
parameters y^ , and with respect to x is presented graphically.
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Appendix 1.

Mixing Length Theories.

As we have seen in Chapter 5 it is necessary to be able to 
relate the turbulent shear stresses in the flow to other flow 
properties in order to obtain a solution to the momentum equation, 
for flow calculations.

In an analysis of turbulent flow the concept of mixing length 
is often used to relate the mean velocity profile to the turbulent 
shear stresses , and although such formulations often lack a 
rigorous physical basis they have been found to be useful in 
treating equilibrium turbulent flows. Perhaps a better reason for 
looking at mixing length theories concerns the recent reinterpretàtion 
of the mixing length as a didsipation length scale. The basis of 
this idea was advanced by Townsend (7 6) who used equations 
governing the local balance of kinetic energy of the turbulent 
fluctuations to modify the mixing length so as to account for the 
pressure - velocity diffusion of energy near a wall,..1 This idea has 
subsequently been developed by Bradshaw et. al. (78) and McDonald 
(79) in their boundary layer calculation methods.
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A.1.1. Mixing Length Formulations.

The classical theories for turbulent flow are Prandtl's mixing 
length theory , Von Karman’s similarity hypothesis and Taylor's 
vorticity transport theory.

Since Taylor's theory is primarily applicable to free 
turbulence it will not be covered here. A further theory developed 
more recently than these is due to Rotta.

(i) Prandtl's Mixing Length Theory.

Prandtl hypothesized that the turbulent mixing motion was 
composed of moving eddies of fluid such that an eddy in a layer 
at y could move to a layer at y + «( . He then assumed that the 
eddy preserved its momentum as it moves along the path L , and at 
y + t the eddy has a different velocity associated with it than 
the other eddies in this layer.

The difference in velocity between the eddy and the layer at 
y + may be written

Z^XJ « I. A.1.1.

if X, is assumed to be small and higher order terms are neglected. 
This difference may be interpreted as the fluctuating velocity at 
J + X and thus

\a\ >= I  A.i.z.
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Prandtl further assumed

\ v\ = \u\ A.1 .5 .

and thus uv = - K  \u\\v\ A.1 .4 .

since the correlation of u and v has been shown to be negative,and 
where is a positive constant. Thus

or
' A.1 .5ÜÔ- - - AfR («èllÎ

where <£pR is Prandtl's mixing length.
Since the turbulent shear stress

L  = —
then

- T- A.1.6.
\ 1

Except in the small region adjacent to the wall where viscosity is 
dominant the mixing length is regarded as a local function.

In order to make use of Equation A.1.6. Prandtl assumed the 
mixing length to be given by

where is a constant.

X  A'1'7

(ii) Von Karman's Similarity Hypothesis.

Von Karman assumed that the turbulent fluctuations are similar 
at all points in the flow field and that only the time and length
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scales differ. He also assumed that the mechanism of turbulence was 
independent of viscosity. Consequently from the similarity : 
assumption we get:

\a\ \\y\ Jix

or

This result is identical with that derived from the Prandtl mixing 
length theory , the difference in the theories being that the 
similarity hypothesis is independent of any special flow models. If 
it is assumed that A, (a similarity scale rather than a mixing 
length ) is dependent not upon distance from the wall but upon the 
velocity distribution then

A.1.9

^ J ----------- )

and thus the simplest derivable length is

I. .
thus it follows ^

With the assumption of sonstant shear stress both theories give 
identical velocity profiles.
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(iii) Rotta? 8 Theory for a Length Scale of Turbulence.

Briefly , Rotta (79) has developed a differential equation for 
the length scale of turbulence , L s  , which is derived from the 
Navier-Stokes equations. This differential equation consists of the 
following four terms.

(a) the substantive derivative of A 5 , t̂fc
(b) the rate of growth of ^5 as a result of the dissapation. of

energy
(c) the tendency of the shear stresses to reduce As by 

rupturing large eddies.
(d) the diffusion of eèdy size as a result of the gradient in

U

This theory of Rotta has been succesfully used by Spalding to 
account for the similarity of spreading characteristics in various 
types of jet flow.

Batchelor (5) presents a discussion on the formulation ,merits 
and disadvantages of the concept of mixing length theories. The more 
notable defects of this type of formulation are as follows

(a) In reality the turbulence transfer coefficient derived
from the mixing length does not become zero at dU » 0 as the theory

dy
would indicate.

(b) The implication that is small compared with the dimensions 
of the mean flow is not confirmed when the theory is checked against 
various types of flow.

(©) the theory takes no account of conditions at the 
boundaries of free turbulent flows.

(d) The theory leads to inaccurate predictions regarding the 
distribution of turbulence energy.

Furthermore there is a lack of guidance for postulations 
concerning the variation of the mixing length across the flow.
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A.1.2. Results and Discussion»

In fig.(a .1.1.) the distribution of the mixing length , as
derived from Prandtl's mixing length theory , is presented for the 
Duct Flow.

Here it can be seen that the general assumption of a mixing 
length linearly related to y is far from accurate and that this 
condition is only valid for the region downstream of L/H = 76 , 
where the flow is in equilibrium. From these results it would seem 
that a better overall description of the development of the mixing 
length distribution would be obtained from

t  A.1.11.

where the first term is effective from y = 0 to y * y^ and the 
second from y = y^ to y = H/2

This type of formulation could be applicable to many types of 
internal flows but the values of the factors and y^ would
only be applicable to this particular geometry. The variation of 
these parameters is shown in Fig. (A.1.2). Here it will be seen
that the initial slope is not constant during the development of the
flow but increases and decreases again. Furthermore will become 
equal to at L/H = 112, whence it is expected that further 
increase in will cease.
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Appendix II

In turbulent flow it is considered that the motion may be 
separated into a mean flow and a superimposed fluctuating flow. The 
fluctuating velocity components give rise to shear stresses,(the so 
called Reynolds stresses) and the total shear stress may be considered 
to be the sum of that due to molecular viscosity and the Reynolds 
stresses. Hence

A.2.1.

Bossinesq (80) assumed that the Reynolds stresses , like the viscous 
ones , were proportional to the mean velocity gradient and introduced 
the concept of an eddy viscosity , , such that

A.2.2.

thus

A.2.5.

According to Boussineq , the eddy viscosity has a constant scalar 
value ; but this we know now to be untrue. The following section 
presents some of the theories that have been put forward for the 
behaviour of ^
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A.2.1. The Behaviour of .

A. 2 .1.1. The Constancy of

The most common assumption regarding the distribution of eddy 
viscosity in a boundary layer concerns its constancy over at least 
part of the outer region of the flow (typically y^ ^  lOOO). This 
assumption leads to the result that the velocity profile will be 
parabolic in regions of linear shear stress distribution as is 
stable laminar flow.

Clauser (70) stated that the eddy viscosity might be considered 
to be constant over the outer 80^ of the boundary layer in similar 
or self preserving flows. In this region he stipulates that

=  " K  ."VJrf». A.2.4.

where 14 is a function of the turbulent Reynolds Number and 
is the free stream velocity. For the inner region of such a flow, 
where ^ he gives a suitable relationship as

Tf\ H, .VXAt. H A.2.5.

where is Von Karman's constant , equal to O.4I •
This approach to a hypothesis for an eddy viscosity distribution 

is followed by Mellor and Gibson (8I) and developed further by 
Mellor (82).

Commenting on this approach , Townsend (7 6) states that although 
there seems no physical grounds for its validity , the assumption 
of a constant eddy viscosity leads to an accurate description of 
the mean velocity distribution in self-preserving flows , and is 
a useful hypothesis to use when the nature of turbulence is not 
concerned.
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In an earlier paper however , Townsend (83) outlines an idea 
concerning an equilibrium theory of eddy viscosity • This is 
that the eddy viscosity is a parameter describing a balance set up 
between the orientating effect of the shear forces and the 
disorientating effect of the turbulent transfer process. This idea 
could be readily tested by observing the attainment of isotropy in 
an initially anisotropic flow.

A.2.1.2. Distributions based on a Velocity Profile.

If we assume the effect of molecular viscosity is negligible 
then Equation A.2.2. can be written

Now by assuming a known distribution of shear stress within the 
boundary layer and a velocity profile shape , the eddy viscosity 
distribution is simply calculated. If we take a linear shear 
stress distribution

t  _

and a l/7th Power Law velocity profile

then the eddy viscosity distribution can.be 
written as

-I
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If the logarithmic velocity profile

is used then the eddy viscosity distribution becomes

Q.T».̂  A.2.7.
U* •2-S

Rapier (84) » who discussed a number of variations using this 
approach , produced eddy viscosity variations for two types of 
velocity profile. This led him to recommend the assumption of a 
constant whose value is given by

A.2.8.
Vo

This method is also adopted by Rennet (85) who used a universal 
velocity profile in conjunction with a linear shear stress variation 
to give distributions of applicable to pipe , annulas and
parallel plate flow.

A.2.1.5. Formulations based on Mean Velocity Parameter s

The majority of the theories concerning the distribution 
of are formulated only in terms of mean velocity parameters.
Although this limits their potential , many of them have been shown 
to produce satisfactory results.

Prom a hypothesis in which the flux, density of turbulent diffus- 
-ion , , is equated to an adverse flux produced by the
effective macroscopic velocity fluctuations corresponding to

«•It-(tu
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Gosse (86) produces the following eddy viscosity relationship

__ \_ A.2.16
e.

for duct flow. In a later report Gosse (8?) gives an evaluation 
of the eddy viscosity at the duct centreline

= o-ObSlo A.2.17

In order to proceed with an analysis of free turbulent mixing 
processes Schetz and Jannore (88) discuss the use of the eddy 
viscosity models of Clauser (70), Prandtl (89) > Schlichting (22) 
and Townsend (76). They conclude that for their particular 
application the various formulations are equivalent and could be 
expressed as

Deissler (90) in an investigation into heat transfer in 
turbulent fluid flow deduces the following expression for the 
distribution of eddy viscosity in a duct from dimensional arguments

a.2 .1 9

where n is a constant of proportionality.
In order to calculate the rate of hear transfer from a heated 

wall to a fluid , a knowledge of the eddy viscosity near the wall 
is required. Sleicher (9 1) shows that the criteria of Reichardt 
(9 2) that

dL A. 2.20
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and of Elrod (95) that

-  a  ^  A .  2 . 2 1

are not critical and that acceptable results are obtained; in the 
wall region (i.e. 0 ^ ^  2D) with a square law relationship.

Kleinstein (94) also presents an eddy viscosity model for flow 
in the wall region. Based on a logarithmic velocity distribution 
and a turbulent shear stress variation proportion to the cubic 
power of the wall distance , his expression can be written

r yc»\5k
A .  2 . 2 : 2

where = O.4I

Kg = 7.7

A.2 .1 .4 . The Inclusion of Turbulence Parameters in

The majority of theories which attempt to qualify the behaviopr 
of contain no reference to the turbulence structure of the flow. 
This then would seem an area for some improvement , but the few 
formulations which do include an allowance for the state of the 
turbulence have not yet been widely accepted.

Glushko (9 5) shows that the effective viscosity arising from 
the turbulent shear stresses is a function only of the Reynolds 
Number of the turbulence , where

~  V - s  A .2.9
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and L in the scale of the turbulence, s
This he shows to be universal for turbulent flows of the 

boundary layer type and not to depend on the presence of a pressure 
gradient. From theoretical considerations of the Reynolds 
Equations the following relationship for is obtained ,

“  .-— -xrrT V \ A.2.10

where ^  and ^  are constants. An analysis of the available 
experimental data gives the piece-wise function

= VACA') ol . 4- A.2.11

where for
0 ^ r/ro ^  0 .7 5  S(r) = r/ro

0 .7 5 ^ r/ro ̂ 1 .2 5 H(r) = r/ro - (r/ro - 0.75)^
1 .2 5 < r/ro < 00 H(r) = 1

r^ is an arbitrary constant , taken by Glushko to be equal to 110

For their method of boundary layer calculation Patanker and 
Spalding (9 6) require an eddy viscosity distribution. Amongst 
others , they refer to the use of the formulation originally 
derived independently by Kolmogorov (97) and Prandtl (98) » thus

.4^^ A. 2 .12

Here is a length scale associated with the mean kinetic energy
of the turbulent motion.

Tyulpanov (99) has also produced an expression for the 
assessment of the eddy viscosity , based upon the flow's turbulence 
characteristics. For near - isotropic flow in rough tubes he
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writes the eddy viscosity as

A.2.13

in which c is a constant and f is defined as the fundamental 
frequency of the stream velocity fluctuations. No further information 
is given on the evaluation of f , but it could well be that its 
value is that defined by the maximum point in an n S(n) v. n 
spectrum graph ( e.g. Fig. 4«29 )

Phillips (lOO) proposes a relationship for the gradient of the 
turbulent shear stresses. He notes that recent experiments have 
shown the practise of seeking local relationships between the mean 
velocity gradient and the shear stresses to be erroneous in principle 
since these are not local properties but of the whole flow field.
It has been found that the turbulent shear stress is associated with 
the energy containing components of turbulence , whose length scales 
are of the same order as the scale of mean velocity variation .
Over these distances the turbulent shear stress varies as does the 
mean velocity gradient ; indeed it is the variation of the turbulent 
shear stress and not the stress itself which features in the 
boundary layer calculation equations. Thus Phillips sought a relat- 
-ionship between the variations in mean velocity gradient and 
turbulent shear stress. The expression he derived can be expressed 
as

U .  A' U  A.2.14
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The apparent eddy viscosity is

^  A.2.15

where A is a dimensionless constant
and 9 is the integral time scale of the lateral velocity 
fluctuations.

The major advantage of these methods of deriving an eddy 
viscosity relationship is that unlike the formulations based only 
on mean velocity parameters , they are capable of making an allowance 
for the flow history either by way of a time or length scale of by 
means of a frequency characteristic. It is unfortunate that these 
mehtods are all of too recent vintage to be well tried in comparison 
with experiment , but any improvement in eddy viscosity formulations 
must surely come from this direction.
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A.2.2. Results and Discussion*

The distributions of across the duct based on the experimental 
results of Chapter 5 are shown in Fig. (A.2.1.) . Here it is possible 
to trace the emergence of a distinct family of curves for increasing 
values of L/H. Once again the values reached in the region just 
after the boundary layers have merged (L/H * 45) are seen to be less 
than those attained by the equilibrium flow occuring after L/H = 88.

In Pig. (A.2.2f.) a comparison is presented of the distribution 
in the equilibrium flow region with some of the formulations in the 
literature. The lack of symmetry in the experimental curve is 
primarily due to errors in the original turbulent shear stress data, 
but even so one could hardly define the central part of it as constant. 
However , if we were to take a constant value at = 0.07 ft^/sec 
then a 10^ variation to either side of this would include the range
0.14 ^ y/H ^ 0 .9 1 or 77?̂  of the total duct height.

The equation of Cess (lOl)-

^  ^ \ 2. I I

where K = O.4I and A^ = 51 > provides a good fit with the experimental 
data with both the size and disposition of the maxima in each half 
of the duct being matched.

Contrasting with this the equation of Reichardt (9%) is not 
a good fit at all. The general shape is correct but the values are 
very much lower than those given experimentally.

The parabolic distribution given by Gosse (86) is to be regarded 
with suspicion since nowhere is it supported with experimental proof. 
However the assessment of the centreline value (Equation A.2.17*) 
compares favourably.

%

-1a.
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The constant values given by Rapier (84) and Corcoran et.al 
(102) are both low but would appear better if compared with the 

distribution at a lower value of L/H. This leads one to 
suspect that their formulation may have been based on pipe flow 
data taken at the end of the inlet region rather than in the 
equilibrium flow.region.
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Appendix III

Computer Pro^rajnme for the Prediction of 
Flows in Ducts.

The computer programme , listed overleaf , is written in 
FORTRAN IVA for use on an Elliot 4130 digital computer. The 
average time taken for the calculation of a flow is 50 seconds.
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(SJOb ;e n g 2 0 0BEl ; s c m p l ;
SWOP

«FORTRAN;

«LIST;
REAL NI
COMMON DEL,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,M 

C INPUT DATA.1ST CAR DATA SERIES NO,TEST CASE NO (INTEGERS )
C 2ND «3RD CARDS.COEFFICENTS OF THE CA CURVE
C 4TH « 5TH CARDS.COEFFICIENTS OF THE CB CURVE
C 6TH CARD.INITIAL VALUE OF POWER LAW EXPONENT N.NON DIMENSIONAL X
C 7TH CARD.XO,DX,XMAX,DELTA (ALL IN FEET)

READ(7,100) J,K 
100 FORMAT(2I10)

READ(7,200)E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6 
200 F0RMAT(6F11.6)

READ(7,300)E7 
300 F0RMAT(F11.6)

READ(7,400)F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6 
400 F0RMAT(6F11.6)

READ(7,500)F7 
500 F0RMAT(F11.6)

READ(7,600)NI,M 
600 FORMAT(F10.2,II)

READ(7,700)X0,DX,XMAX,DEL 
700 FORMAT(F10.2,F10.6,F10.2,F10.6)

WRITE( 2, 800 )NI,XO,K, J 
800 F0RMAT(1H1,33X,66HSTRIP INTEGRAL CALCULATION OF CHANNEL FLOW USING 

1 POWER LAW PROFILE/10X,21HINITIAL VALUE OF N = , F5 . 2,/I 0X,23HCALCU 
2LATI0N STARTED AT ,F4.2,4HFEET/10X,13HTEST CASE NO . , I 2,/10X,8HDATA 
3 NO. ,I2,//10X,5HX FT . ,lOX,IHN,lOX,6HDS FT.,10X,6HTH FT.,10X,1HH) 
ERR=0.50 
ABE=0.0025*NI
CALL ADAMS(1,NI,X0,XMAX,DX,1,2,ERR,ABE)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE PRFLE(N,X)
REAL N
COMMON DEL,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,M 
DS=DEL/(1.0+N)
TH=DEL*N/((1.0+N)*(2.0+N))
H=DS/TH
WRITE(2,100)X,N,DS,TH,H 

100 FORMATdH , lOX , F5 . 2 , 7X , F6 . 3 , lOX , F5 . 3 , lOX , F5 . 3 , 7X , F5 . 3 )
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DER I V(X,N,DN)
REAL N
COMMON DEL,E1,E2,E3,E4,E5,E6,E7,F1,F2,F3,F4,F5,F6,F7,M
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CA=(E1+E2*X+E3*X*X+E4*(X**3.0)+E5*(X**4.0)+E6*(X**5»0)+E7*(X**6.0) 

1) *10 . 0**(-3.0)
CB=(F1+F2*X+F3*X*X+F4*(X**3.0)+F5*(X**4.0)+F6*(X**5.0)+F7*(X**6.0)

l)*10.0**(-3.0)
A1=(N*N*(2.0**(-1.0-2.0/N)-1.0)/((N+1.0)*(N+2.0)))+0.5
B1=1.0/((N+1.0)*(N+2.0))*(((2.0-N*N)*(1.0-2.0**(-1.0-2.0/N)))/((N+

11.0)*(N+2.0))+2.0**(-1.0-2.0/N)*ALOG(2.0))
WRITE(2,100)X,N,CA.CB,A1,B1 

100 FORMATdH ,6F15.10)
WRITE(2,999)M 

999 FORMAT ( d )
DN=(CA-CB*A1)/B1*M
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ADAMS (N , Y,XO,XMAX,HP.ECV,EOF,ERR,ABE)
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A SYSTEM OF UP TO 10 FIRST ORDER ORDINARY
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. N= NO OF EONS, Y IS THE ARRAY OF DEPENDENT
C VARIABLES, D IS THE NAME OF A SUBROUTINE WHICH COMPUTES THE
C DERIVATIV ES
C XO IS THE STARTING VALUE OF THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, XMAX IS THE
C FINAL VALUE OF THE IND. VARIABLE.
C ECV,EOF,ERR,ABE ARE USED FOR ERROR CONTROL
C ERR IS THE RELATIVE ERROR CONTROL, ABE IS THE ABSOLUTE ERR CONTROL
C IDENT IS USED FOR IDENTIFICATION OF THE OUTPUT
C HP IS THE INTERVAL FOR PRINTING OUTPUT
C N13 CONTROLS THE SKIPPING OF PAGES IN OUTPUT
C NALG = 1 FOR STARTING NALG= 2 FOR 4 POINT SCHEME
C NC INDICATES CHANGES IN STEP SIZE
C N14 CONTAINS ALPHAMERIC INFORMATION WHICH GETS WRITTEN OUT AS THE
C HEA DING

REAL Yd) ,F(6,1) , YOd) , Yld) ,Gd)
REAL NC
INTEGER EOF,ECV 

C Y1 = INITIAL VALUES OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE
DO 10 I = 1,N 

10 Yl(I ) = Y(I)
C INITIALIZE EVERYTHING IN SIGHT

X  =  X O
XP = XO - 0.0004*HP 
H = HP

C ERP IS THE MAX ERROR AT EACH POINT
ERP = ABS(ERR*H/(XMAX-XO))
H024 = H/24.0 
N13 = 5 
NSTEP = 0 
NODES - 0 
NODXP = 0 
NALG = 1 
NC = 1.0

100 IF (NODES-NODXP .GT.100)GO TO 485 
C LOOP POINT TEST FOR PRINTING

IF (X -XP) 120,106,106 
106 N13 = N13 + 1 

NODXP = NODES
IF (N13 .LE. 60) GO TO 108 
N13 = 0 

108 CALL PRFLE (Yd),X)
C PROFILE TAKES CARE OF PRINTING THE OUTPUT
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XP = XP + HP 
C TEST FOR STEP AHEAD

120 IF (X- XMAX) 200,700,700 
C MARCH AHEAD - 1,2,3,4

200 DO 202 I = 1,N 
202 YO(I ) = Y(I)

CALL DERIV(X,Y,G)
C X= IND VARIABLE, Y= DEP VARIABLE (ARRAY) G=ARRAY OF DERIVATIVES
C COMPUTED BY SUBROUTINE D

DO 210 I =1,N 
C STORE DERIVATES IN F (1,1)

210 F (1,1) = G(I)
GO TO (220,240),NALG 

C TWO POINT PREDICTOR FOR STARTING
220 DO 222 I = 1,N 
222 Y(I ) = YO( I ) + F(1,I)*H 

GO TO 250
C FOUR POINT PREDICTOR FROM AMS P896

240 DO 242 I = 1,N
242 Y(I) = YO(I) + H024*(55.0*F(1,I) -59.0*F(2,I) +37.0*F(3,I)

1 -9.0*F(4,1))
250 XN = X + H

CALL DERIV(XN,Y,G)
GO TO (260 ,270 ) ,NALG 

C TWO POINT CORRECTOR FOR STARTING
260 DO 262 I = 1,N
262 G(I) = YO(I) +0.5*H*(G(I) + F (1,1))

GO TO 300
C FOUR POINT CORRECTOR FROM AMS P896

270 DO 272 I = 1,N
272 G(I) = YO(I) +H024*(9.0*G(I) +19.0*F(1,I) -5.0*F(2,I) +F(3,I))

C ERROR CONTROL TEST
C IF ECV = 0 CHECK IS ON SUM ABS(ERRORS) OTHERWISE ON THEKTH
c v a r i a b l e

300 IF (ECV) 302,302,319
302 S = 0.0

SI = 0.0 
DO 308 I = 1,N
IF (ABS(G(D) .LT. l.OE-4) Nil = 1
IF (ABS(G(I)) .LT. l.OE-5) GO TO 308

C T IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE PREDICTED AND CORRECTED VALUES
C OF Y

304 T = G( I ) - Y(I)
C S= ERROR TEST

S = S + ABS(T/G(I))
308 SI = SI + ABS(T)

GO TO (318,310),NALG 
310 S = 0.25*S
318 S = 0.25*S

C CHECKS ON SIZE OF ERROR
IF (S-ERP) 338,400,400 

C IF EOP = 1 ABSOLUTE VALUE OF ERROR MAINTEINED LE ABE
C IF E0P=2 PERCENT ERROR LE ERP IF E0P=3 NO MESH SIZE CHANGE

319 GO TO (320,330,600),EOP
C VALUE OF ERROR BOUNDED

320 SI = ABS(G(ECV) -Y(ECV))
Nil = 1
S = 1000.0*ERP 
GO TO 331 

C PERCENT ERROR MAINTAINED
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330 IF (ABS(G(FCV)) .LT. l.OE-5) GO TO 320 
Nil = 2
S = ABS((G(ECV) - Y(ECV))/G(ECV) )
SI = ABS(G(ECV) - Y(ECV))

331 GO TO (334,332) , NALG
332 S = 0.25*S 
334 S = 0.25*S

C CHECKS ON SIZE OF ERROR
IF (S -ERP) 338,400,400 

338 IF (S-0.005*ERP) 500,600,600 
C HALVE THE MESH SIZE- WILL TRAVEL

400 IF (Nil .NE. 1) GO TO 403 
Nil = 4
IF (SI - ABE) 338,403,403

403 IF (H/HP .LT. 2.0E-6) GO TO 480
401 GO TO (402,420),NALG

C TWO POINT SCHEME CUT OUT AND START OVER
C SET Y EQUAL TO ITS INITIAL VALUES

402 DO 404 I =1,N
404 Y(I) = Yl(I)

X = XO 
NSTEP = 0
GO TO 430

C FOUR POINT INTERPOLATION SCHEME AMS P879
420 DO 428 I =1,N 

F (5,I) = F(3,I)
F (3,I) = F(2,I)
F (2,I) = (15.0*F(1,I) +45.0*F(3,I) -15.0*F(5,I) +3.0*F(4,I))/48.0 
F (6, I) =(15.0*F(4,I) +45.0*F(5,I) -15.0*F(3,I) +3 . 0*F(1, I ) )/48.0 
F (4,I) =(-3.0*(F(4,I) +F(1,I)) +27.0*(F(5,I) +F(3,I)))/48.0 

428 Y(I) = Y0(I)
430 H = 0.5*H

H024 = H024*0.5 
NC = 2.0*NC 
GO TO (432,434) ,NALG 

434 ERP = 0.5*ERP
432 GO TO 200
485 WRITE (2,498)
498 FORMAT (1HO,29HTOO MANY MESH POINTS REQUIRED/)
480 WRITE (2,499) H,X
499 FORMAT (13H0MESH SIZE H=,E12.3, 3X, 15HT00 SMALL AT X=, E12.3)

GO TO 700
C POSSIBLE MESH SIZE INCREASE
C NC INSURES THAT H IS NOT MADE GREATER THAN HP

500 IF (NC - 1.0) 600,600,502
C NSTEP CHECKS TO SEE IF ENOUGH POINTS ARE AVAILABLE TO DOUBLE THE
C MESH SIZE

502 IF (NSTEP -5) 600,504,504
C MESH SIZE IS DOUBLED ONLY AT PRINTING POINTS (XP)

504 IF (XN - XP) 600,506,506
506 DO 508 I = 1,N

C DOUBLE MESH SIZE
Y( I ) = G( I )
F (3,1) = F(4,I)

508 F (4,I) = F(6,I)
X = XN 
NSTEP = 2 
NC = NC/2.0 
ERP = 2.0*ERP 
H = 2.0*H
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H024 = 2.0*H024
GO TO 607
THE NEW POINT IS SATISFACTORY GET READY TO DO THE NEXT POINT 

600 DO 606 I = 1,N
Y(I) = G( I)
DO 606 J = 1,5 
K = 6-J

606 F(K + 1, I) = F(K, I )
X = XN

607 NODES = NODES + 1
610 NSTEP = NSTEP + 1

DO WE HAVE ENOUGH POINTS TO USE THE 4 POINT SCHEME 
IF (NSTEP - 3) 620,612,612 

612 NALG = 2
H024 = H/24.0 

620 GO TO 100
700 WRITE (2,720) X,ECV,EOP,ERR,ABE,H,S,NODES 

RETURN
720 FORMAT (17H0TERMI MATED AT X = ,IPEIO.3,3X,35HERR0R PARAMETERS,ECV,EO 

1P,ERR,ABE,H=,2I4,3E13.3/1H , lOX,17HEST ERROR AT END=,ElO.3,I10,2X 
2,5HSTEPS)
END
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